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CHAIRMAN KEISER OPENED THE HEARING ON HB 1380; A BILL RELATING TO THE 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION FUND; REGISTRATION FEE CHANGES FROM ONE TO 

TWO DOLLARS FOR EACH MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTERED. 

REP. ROBIN WEISZ introduced HB 1380. He noted that it raises the current fee of $1.00 to 

$2.00 for the purpose of public transportation. It would simply raise funds for public 

transportation - para transit systems. 

GRANT BROWN, Dunn Center, District 36, testified in support of HB 1380. (See written 

testimony). Mr. Brown also submitted written testimony from Lucy Kostelecky, Elder Care 

Director. 

RICK THOMS, Executive Director of Souris Basin Transportation in Minot testified in support 

ofHB 1380. (See written testimony). 
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REP. PRICE asked Mr. Thoms to explain the new after hours plan that will be implemented if 

this bill passes. 

THOMS said that they held several forums in Minot and they decided that additional funds that 

come about will be used toward after hours transportation. He said that they will be contracting 

with local taxi companies to provide for this. (Letters of support were offered from citizens 

located in Central North Dakota). 

CHAIRMAN KEISER asked if these funds will be available if this bill is not passed. 

THOMS said that they will still be available but not for the project's use. You have to have that 

federal dollars matched in place before you can draw any federal dollars. 

CHAIRMAN KEISER asked if you are able to charge any fee for use of the transit system. 

THOMS said that under the Highway Department, they are allowed to charge a fee and the 

consumers must pay that fee. A lot of the projects are funded by the Older Americans Act which 

goes through the Department of Human Services. Through that grant they cannot charge a fee -

but a suggested donation can be asked of the consumers 60 years of age and older. Under 60 

years of age, they have to pay. 

CHAIRMAN KEISER suggested raising the suggested contribution or fee $.25. That is a 

possibility. 

THOMS said that it is a possibility but in the past, it has been proven nationwide that if you raise 

your rates in the transit system you will lose 10% of your rider ship. 90% of our passengers are 

over 60 and draw social security, and are on a fixed income. They won't be able to afford it. 

CHAIRMAN KEISER asked if he anticipated any increase in fees. 

THOMS said no. 
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REP. MICKELSON asked how the taxi cab contracting would work in Minot. Would the users 

pay a subsidized fee or would we the consumer pay it. 

THOMS said that it has been discussed and they would have to stay along the guidelines of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act. That means than you can charge more than double the fare of a 

fixed route system. Up until 5:00, the handicapped community must pay $1.50 a ride. If the 

service comes through - we would have to put a cap on the yearly amount paid to the taxi 

companies. If they charge $6.50 for a ride and the consumer only provides them with $1 .50, then 

we would have to pay $5.00 for each ride. That would add up fast. It is on a yearly contract. 

DEANNA BAKKEN, Fargo, testified in support ofHB 1380. (See attached testimony). 

NORM STUHLMILLER, testified in support ofHB 1380 on behalf of AARP, North Dakota. 

(see attached testimony). 

JOE KRACHNER, President, Golden Age Club, testified in support ofHB 1380. 

EMILIA RANDALL, Randall, testified in support of HB 1380. (See attached testimony). 

ALLEN PEDERSON, Fargo, testified in support ofHB 1380. (See attached testimony). 

RAYL YNN HAPIP, Executive Director of People First of North Dakota, testified in support of 

HB 1380. (See attached testimony). 

DARRELL MICHALENKO, Superintendent, Minot City Bus System, testified in support of HB 

1380. (See attached testimony). 

CAROL ANDERSON, Executive Director, West River Transportation Council, Bismarck, 

testified in support of HB 1380. (See attached testimony). 

REP. MAHONEY asked Carol what the sources of revenue are for the transit system. 
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CAROL replied that much of the money is appropriated in Human Services and the Department 

of Transportation and state aid. The federal dollars are matched by the communities, and there is 

a suggested donation upon boarding the transit. 

REP. MAHONEY further asked how many buses there are and what shape they are in. 

CAROL said that there are 13 buses in various communities. They completely circle Bismarck 

and the 3 8 towns surrounding. There are three buses in poor shape but they do run and they 

deliver the meals. 

REP. THORPE asked if the passage of this bill would guarantee evening and weekend services? 

CAROL said yes, the service would expand and other small towns would also be included in the 

daily service. 

CHUCK BOSCH, BIS-MAN Transit Board, testified in support ofHB 1380. (See written 

testimony). 

BRIAN AREN, Fargo, testified in support ofHB 1380 on behalf of the Fargo Transit Board. He 

noted that they were one of 48 entities that share the funds. Aren mentioned that it helps people 

stay in the communities longer. We need more programs like this. 

REP. BELTER questioned the casino trips that took place in the past. What is currently 

happening in Cass County now? 

BRIAN said no, the Cass County buses no longer go to the casinos. If they want to go, they 

contract with a private charter. 

REP. BELTER noted that he hopes other counties will follow that lead. It is not an appropriate 

manner to use the buses for. 

CHAIRMAN KEISER CLOSED THE HEARING ON HB 1380. 
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COMMITTEE ACTION: 

REP. BELTER moved a DO PASS on HB 1380. REP. MICKELSON seconded the motion. 

The motion carried. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION TOOK PLACE. 

CHAIRMAN KEISER made several comments. 

THE MOTION WAS REVISED TO A DO PASS WITH A RE-REFERRAL TO 

APPROPRIATIONS. 

ROLL CALL - 15 YEA, 0 NAE, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING. 

FLOOR ASSIGNMENT: REP. WEISZ 

CAROL ANDERSON, WEST RIVER TRANSIT AUTHORITY, testified in support of HB 

1380. (See attached testimony) . 
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SENATOR B. STENEHJEM opened the hearing on HB 1380. Committee members present 

included: Sens. Bob Stenehjem, R. Schobinger, D. Mutch, D. Cook, D. O'Connell, V. 

Thompson, and D. Bercier. 

GRANT BROWN, DUNN CENTER testified in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

SENATOR O'CONNELL Are all counties members of the transportation system now? 

GRANT BROWN Not all counties are in it. There are three or four more that have asked to 

comem. 

SENATOR BERCIER Are 75% of counties involved? 

GRANT BROWN 90%. 

SENA TOR BERCIER Do your services extend to Indian reservations? 
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GRANT BROWN I believe they do in some areas. I believe some out of Minot do connect with 

the reservation there. 

RICK THOMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SOURIS BASIN TRANSPORTATION testified 

in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). The Three Affiliated Tribes used to draw state aid but no 

longer receive it. Spirit Lake and Belcourt receive state aid. Out of the 47 listed, only 26 of the 

projects receive federal funds. There are a lot of transit projects doing it on their own. 

SENATOR O'CONNELL Could you give the committee a run down on how many buses you 

have and how many miles you drive? 

RICK THOMS We started with one county and expanded into seven counties. We cover 12,000 

square miles with 13 vehicles and 10 are handicapped accessible. We have 3 vans on line which 

are not handicapped equipped. 

SENATOR O'CONNELL How many passengers do you run now? 

RICK THOMS We run 1,000 people a month. 

SENA TOR O'CONNELL How many can you haul on the buses? 

RICK THOMS Our buses are 18 to 20 passenger buses. 

SENATOR O'CONNELL If you had to replace one of those today, how much would it cost? 

RICK THOMS $52,895 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM You stated that HB 1380 was introduced to insure adequate state 

matched with federal dollars, is that your intention if there is enough money in the fund to meet 

the TEA 21 federal dollars being passed down to the state which will require more state or local 

match? 
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RICK THOMS That is part of the intention of raising state aid is to match the new federal dollars 

coming into the state. There are four funds that come out of FT A: 1 fund is Section 3 fund which 

is a discretionary fund granted occasionally. We were just rewarded $2 million which will be 

used for vehicle replacement. That is not included in your material. It was just approved this 

week. We have to come up with another $400,000 to match the $2 million. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM This is a state match funding mechanism for many of those 

programs. 

RICK THOMS Yes. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM For the fiscal year 1999, I see Section 3 funds are $1.985 million. 

SENA TOR COOK There are no TEA 21 funds recorded on your statistic page? 

RICK THOMS TEA 21 does not take affect until July 1999. 

SENA TOR COOK If this bill was passed, the state aid will go up. 

RICK THOMS You would see an increase in state aid, a increase in the Section 18 funds which 

come from TEA 21, you would see an increase in Section 9 funds which come from the TEA 21 

funds. You would not see a change in the Older Americans Act fund because that bill has not 

been reauthorized yet. 

SENA TOR COOK Section 18 and 9 come from TEA 21 funds. As we increase the dollars 

available, we will see increased miles driven, increased rides. Will we see increased vehicles 

also? Would the cost per mile go up? 

RICK THOMS You will see an increase in the cost but not an increase in vehicles. The vehicles 

that are being bought this year are replacement vehicles. We do not increase our fleet size but we 

do have a replacement schedule. You may see the increase in riders. 
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SENATOR THOMPSON Is it fair to say if we want to continue these services and match the 

federal dollars, the local areas may have to raise property taxes? 

RICK THOMS That could be a possibility. 

SENATOR BERCIER The miles will increase, the rider ship will increase, how many vehicles 

will be replaced? 

RICK THOMS The vehicle numbers will remain the same. 

SENATOR BERCIER You will be updating existing equipment. 

SENATOR O'CONNELL I want to go on record as supporting the bill. I am one of the sponsors 

of this bill. 

EMILIA RANDALL, KIDDER COUNTY CITIZEN testified in support ofHB 1380 (see 

testimony). 

DARRELL MICHALENKO, CITY OF MINOT BUS DEPARTMENT testified in support of 

HB 1380 (see testimony). This is the first year we will be allowed to do replacements. The cost 

of a bus ride for the Minot Commission on Aging one way is $1.50. Our ride costs 40 cents. 

Also, we want to help those who work from 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm by providing them bus service. 

This bill can help those who need to go to work. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM What is the cost of the ride? 

DARRELL MICHALENKO If you are a school student or a disabled person and you buy tokens 

it is 40 cents. If you are an adult and you buy tokens it is 60 cents. If you use cash it is 75 cents 

one way. If you have to transfer to a different route it is 10 cents unless you are a student. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM How long have these rates been in affect? 
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DARRELL MICHALENKO Three years. The Minot Commission on Aging gives 30,000 rides 

for disabled people. Our carrier for ADA plus their rides is over 200,000 rides given in the city 

of Minot. 

PAT RANDALL, FARMER/RANCER testified in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

SENATOR SCHOBINGER Emilia is not getting rides now. 

PAT RANDALL She is but with rising costs we don't know how much longer she can get those 

rides. We think the senior bus will stop if funds aren't provided. 

CAROL ANDERSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WEST RIVER TRANSPORTATION 

testified in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

SENATOR SCHOBINGER If this bill would not pass, would you be forced to cut back? 

CAROL ANDERSON Yes, there are areas that are remote. They would be in jeopardy. 

SENATOR BERCIER What percentage would you have to cut back? 

CAROL ANDERSON 10% to 16%. 

SENATOR COOK Are the routes defined or are you on call? 

CAROL ANDERSON They are designated routes but they are deviated. We don't refuse 

medical trips. There are times we are called out into remote areas for medical reasons. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM What is the cost per ride on this system? 

CAROL ANDERSON 25 cents in a local area to a round trip in a rural area which may be $9.00. 

CHUCK BOSCH, MANDAN GOLDEN AGE SERVICES PROJECT DIRECTOR testified in 

support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

RAYL YNN HAPIP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF PEOPLE FIRST OF BISMARCK testified 

in support of HB 1380 (see testimony). 
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ALAN PETERSON, ND ASSOCIATION OF THE BLIND testified in support ofHB 1380 (see 

testimony). 

SENATOR O'CONNELL Does this meet all the needs for improvements? 

ALAN PETERSON With more money, there is more opportunity to put buses on the streets in 

Fargo. It is not a perfect system but a good way to be independent. 

SHIRLEY BRENNAN, MINOT testified in support ofHB 1380. When the transit ends at 4:30 

how do those with disabilities and of retirement age get home? 

DEANNA BAKKEN, written testimony was handed out. 

LISA BUNN testified in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

ALLAN MARX, SR. testified in support ofHB 1380 (see testimony). 

NORM STUHLMILLER, AARP testified in support of HB 1380. This is a priority issue passed 

by the State Legislative Committee of AARP. We urge a Do Pass. 

JOE PRATSCHNER, MANDAN GOLDEN AGE CLUB testified in support ofHB 1380. 

NATALIE MAYCHRZAK testified in support ofHB 1380. I use public bus system. It is hard 

to get to necessary appointments if it weren't for the bus system. 

VICTOR ROLLER testified in support of HB 1380. 

TODD LAMMERS, FARGO testified in support ofHB 1380. 

SENATOR BERCIER I want to go record that I like to see anyone who can come to testify to be 

here even if we'd have to set up in the civic center for two days to hear everyone's testimony. I 

would take the time to hear the public's view. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM We will close the hearing on HB 1380. 
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SENATOR SCHOBINGER I motion for a Do Pass. 

SENATOR THOMPSON I second. 

SENATOR COOK I'll vote for it but I hope we revisit it in two years and see how it helped. I 

hope they extend the services with scheduled routes here in Bismarck and extended schedules in 

Minot. 

SENATOR SCHOBINGER I will be looking for expanded hours in Minot also. 

SENATOR BERCIER I echo the sentiments of Senator Cook. It's needed but if they don't 

extend hours and do some extended services we will need to revisit it in two years. 

SENATOR B. STENEHJEM I did have an amendment to move money into a line item with 

DOT authorities. They would have had a lot more money then they are getting out of the $1.00 

increase on the registration fee. 

SENATOR THOMPSON There was some miscommunication somewhere. 

SENATOR SCHOBINGER I withdraw my motion. 

SENATOR THOMPSON I withdraw my motion. 

SENATOR SCHOBINGER I move a Do Pass on HB 1380 and rerefer to Appropriations. 

SENATOR THOMPSON I second. 

The roll call vote was taken (7 Yeas, 0 Nays and O Absent and Not Voting). 

Senator Thompson will carry HB 1380. 
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SENATOR NETHING: Opened the hearing on HB 1380; a BILL for an Act to amend and 
reenact sections 39-04.2-03 and 39-04.2-04 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to the 
public transportation fund . 

MARSHALL MOORE: Director, Department of Transportation. Bill Weimer in our 
department put together the figures you have dealing with the transit funds in ND. (attachment 
#1) In column 1: federal transit funds , the first year (1999-2000) is $3 ,353,100 plus $1 ,985 ,000 
which are earmarked funds out of separate funds through the congressional delegation, hopefully 
they will be earmarked again. However, we don't know that. Then we just go on down that 
column, the annual estimated federal transit that will flow from the federal government to the 
state each year. In the second column: we're estimating the needed funds to match those federal 
funds. Let me explain, if it is capital improvement--it's 80/20; if it's operational--it's 50/50. The 
figures we have there are estimated from past experience and what is projected is some of the 
money is 50/50 and some of it is 80/20. So, we're estimating down that column each year and 
totaling for each biennium what would be the projected needed matching funds to match the 
federal dollars. The third column is state-aid transit funds. We're assuming the passage of 13 80 
there, and the $2.00 registration for each vehicle. We're estimating that total and increasing the 
number of vehicles somewhat as we go down into the second and third biennium. 

Mr. Chairman, you asked the other day why in fact we say we need $750,000 for new license 
plates, and we only had 675 ,000 vehicles that were counted in this estimate. In this specific 
statute they outline that it has to be a motor vehicle so that eliminates all of the pull trailers of 
which there are about 40,000. It also had to be one with an annual registration fee, so that 
eliminates some of the antique cars, about 10,000 of those. The last column is the estimate of 
total transit expenditures. There is local tax funds and local usage funds that are included. This is 
what we estimate to be the total government and local funds to be used each year for transit in the 
state of ND based on history and what we project the federal and state funds would be in the 
years out. (tape 1, A, 114-520) 
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SENATOR NETHING: I notice the only area you show a plus for is in the next fiscal year, 
+$1 ,985 ,000 federal transit funds. 

MOORE: That's the one we know is going to happen. That's this biennium. That has already 
been approved. These are the earmarked funds, beyond that it is on an annual basis whether or 
not the state will receive earmarked funds. Those earmarked funds only go to I think the 3 largest 
cities, and on a request basis made to the congressional delegation. There are some rural in there. 

SENATOR NETHING: When we look at the 1999-2000 funding year, we're still abut $800,000 
short of the funds to match all of the federal moneys? 

MOORE: That is correct. 

SENATOR NETHING: The same thing in the 2001 part of the biennium, we're about $IM 
short of being able to match? 

MOORE: That is correct. 

SENATOR NETHING: Is this based on a $2.00 registration as is in the bill? 

MOORE: Yes. 

SENATOR NETHING; So ifwe were to divide that in half without this bill, that is where we 
would be with funds? 

MOORE: From state funds , that is correct. We're going from $1.00 to $2.00 under HB 1380 and 
so if you half that in the '99 fiscal year, it would be $675,000 that we would estimate the revenue 
to be. That will be very close. 

SENATOR NETHING: If the transit units want more of the money that is out there for federal 
dollars, they have to come up with that independently? 

MOORE: That is correct and they have been doing that in the past. 

SENATOR NETHING: As I understand it, that isn't a collective effort, is it? Those dollars 
could be raised independently, i.e. Jamestown could raise theirs, Bismarck, etc. They wouldn't 
pool them? 

MOORE: Each individual unit would work independently. 

SENATOR TOMAC: I'm trying to understand this. As you read across you've got federal transit 
funds that is there for a match? We need $2. lM to match those federal funds, but we're only 
coming up with $I.3M from the state so the rest of that comes locally? 

MOORE: That is correct. 
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SENATOR TOMAC: Where does the $7.9M come from? That is what will be spent, regardless 
because of the state and local match? 

MOORE: That's what we estimate to be the total expenditures. You can't add across because 
we're not listing local funds separately. That is the total of federal transit funds, plus state transit 
funds , plus the local funds. 

SENATOR NETHING: And, we don't have a picture of the local funds? 

MOORE: No, they're different across the state. (tape 695) 

ROBIN WEISE: Representative, District 14, to testify in support of the concept of HB 1380. 
I'm not normally one that supports any kind of registration fee increase, but from working in the 
Human Service Committee the last two sessions, I do believe that in the long run that making 
these services more available may actually reduce our need for some of the long term care that 
we're going to be seeing in the future. It is for that reason I support this bill. (tape 695-765) 

RICK THOMS: Director, Souris Basin Transit, Minot. Regarding the handout Marshall Moore 
went over. There is going to be a difference between what state aid will bring into the transit 
properties, and also what the total cost of the properties to operate is. This is kind of like a buy-in 
for the local systems to keep it operating for the local people so they have a say in how the 
system operates. The last time we did a study on it, there was over $1 M that was raised locally. 
That was in the ending year July 1, 1998. The local match is very important to us, so the locals 
have a buy-in as well as a say in the system. However, with the increase in federal dollars coming 
in, we still have to raise more and more money to access those federal dollars and keep all the 
systems operating at once. (tape 1, A, 950-1380) 

SENATOR BOWMAN: How does this money get distributed? By districts, or whatever? There 
are a certain amount of total federal dollars and the state is going to give $2.00 per license or 
whatever to match? How does the money get distributed after it is received by the Department of 
Transportation or whoever receives it? 

THOMS: The law is based on a formula. The current law is $6100 going to each county plus 
$.50 per capita in that county. Under HB 1380, that would almost double to $12,000 per county 
and $1.00 per capita. It is doled out through the Highway Department to the public transit system. 
It is done on a ridership basis. We have to submit a ridership report to the highway department 
yearly and then it is reconfigured into a formula out to the transit projects. The reason it was 
devised on the formula for ridership basis, is to give an incentive to that transit project to expand. 
The more rides we give, the more money we can draw in, up to the maximum amount. That is 
why we're doing a lot of expansion. 

SENATOR BOWMAN: Did you say the more rides you give, the more money you get? 

THOMS: If you expand your system, and when there are multiple providers in one county such 
as in Ward County (there are 4 different providers), it is devised on their ridership for the amount 
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of money they give. Then it goes into the formula for ridership up to the maximum amount that is 
in the fund. If I had 50% of the rides in that county, I would get 50% back. The rest would be 
divided equally among the other 3 providers. It is an incentive program to go out and expand. 

SENATOR BOWMAN: What's the incentive to become cost effective? 

THOMS: The cost effectiveness is the more rides we put on the bus, the cost of the ride goes 
down. 

MOORE: Maybe I got confused, Mr. Chairman. He is talking about one of the federal programs 
on a ride/share. The state program under HB 13 80, is $12,200/county plus $ 1.00 per capita. It is 
all on a population basis. If there isn't enough for $1.00 per capita after we've taken the $12,200 
out for each county, I have the authority to either raise or lower that so we spend all of the 
dollars. One of the federal programs does go on a ride basis and the funds are distributed that 
way. But, under this bill, it is strictly on a per county basis. If there is more than 1 operating 
transit unit within that county, then there is a way we share that. (tape 1, A, 1190) 

SENATOR SOLBERG: That's not just the state dollars, that's total dollars we're talking about? 

MOORE: That's the state dollars that are shared that way under HB 1380. There are several 
other federal programs that operate differently. 

SENATOR SOLBERG: Per year? 

MOORE: Per fiscal year. 

SENA TOR NETHING: Referred the bill to a subcommittee Senator Nething, Chairman, 
Senator Kringstad, and Senator Tallackson. (tape 1, A, 1250) 

\E29/99) tape 1, A, 1865-2125 

SENATOR NETHING: Reopened the hearing on HB 1380. 

SENATOR KRINGSTAD: Moved do pass HB 1380. 
SENATOR TALLACKSON: Seconded the motion. 
ROLL CALL: 14 yeas; 0 nays; 0 absent & not voting 
MOTION CARRIED TO DO PASS HB 1380. 

CARRIER: Senator Thompson 

SENATOR NETHING: Closed the hearing on HB 1380. 
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HISTORY OF STATE AID FOR TRANSIT 

In 1977, a bill was introduced for State Aid for Transit to 
the Legislative Assembly for$ 4,000,000.00 on the biennium. 
This bill was defeated. 

In 1985, the Forty-Ninth Legislative Assembly directed the 
Legislative Council to "Study the adequacy and 
appropriateness of the funding of transportation assistance 
programs for the elderly and handicapped in North Dakota 
under HCR 3079 and also to determine the impact of proposed 
cutbacks in federal funding for these transit assistance 
programs. It was determinded by this study, that if any of 
the federal assistance funds were reduced, that the service 
level provided by these transit projects would be faced with 
the prospect of not only being unable to provide for all of 
the current transportation needs, but also of having to even 
reduce or stop their present service. 

In 1989, HB 1337 was introduced in the Fifty-First 
Legislative Assembly to fund State Aid for Public 
Transportation. During the Senate Transportation Committee 
hearing, the North Dakota States Attorney General's office 
did give an opinion that HB 1337 was in fact legal. This 
bill was passed and signed into law. 

It was discovered that the of the wording in HB 1337 was not 
adequate to give the Highway commissioner the authority to 
redistribute excess funds to transportation projects unless 
an appropriation for this purpose was provided by the 
Legislative Assembly. 

With this in mind, in 1995 SB 2282 was introduced to correct 
the Century Code to give the Highway commissioner the 
authority to change the distribution formula to disburse any 
and all excess funds built up in the fund. But to achieve 
this new authority and passage of SB 2282, $ 630,000.00 was 
taken from the fund and given to the State Department of 
Education for school busing. SB 2282 was then passed and 
signed into law. 

In June of 1998, the Federal Congress passed TEA 21, giving 
an increase in federal funding for transit for the next five 
years. To be able to excess these new federal dollars and 
supplement transit operations, HB 1380 was introduced in the 
Fifty-Sixth Legislative Assembly. 



The State Aid for Public Transportation Fund has served it's 
intended purpose in supporting public transportation across 
North Dakota. If it wasn't for these funded dollars, at 
least one third of the states transit projects would have 
closed their doors and another third would have scaled back 
their operations. But since State Aid for Public 
Transportation did pass in 1989, the transportation projects 
have stayed in operation and some have been able to expanded 
their systems to accommodate the citizens of North Dakota. 

Since the enactment of State Aid, ten years ago, the transit 
projects have not asked for an increase in funding. In ten 
years, we have seen a decrease in federal funding, till the 
passage of TEA-21 this summer and we have seen an increase in 
our operational costs. Some of these increases were mandated 
on the federal level, such as the passage of the Americans 
With Disabilities Act and the federal Drug and Alcohol 
Regulations in Transit. These along with the increase in 
fuel prices, the minimum wage law, insurance requirements, 
workmans compensation and vehicle costs have made it 
necessary for us to ask for increase in State Aid and to be 
able to excess the new federal dollars and supplement 
operations to contiune providing our needed services to the 
citizens of our state. Please keep in mind, that not all 
transit projects receive federal funds. There are some 
projects that use only state aid to provide services. 

It was estimated in 1989 by the Motor Vehicle Department, 
that it will register 695,000 vehicles the first year and 
700,000 the second year of the biennium under HB 1337. 

In 1999, it is estimated that only 674,000 vehicles will be 
register in each of the years of the biennium. 

North Dakota is not the only state that funds public 
transportation from vehicle registration. Pennsylvania and 
South Carolina are two other states that fund transportation 
from vehicle registration. 



ATTENTION! 
"Rural passenger transportation is an important part of rural life for many North Dakota 
residents. Many of the rural transit riders are elderly, disabled, and/or have low incomes, 
making them partially or totally dependent upon public transportation for access and 
mobility. North Dakota's low population density and vast land area create unique challenges for 
rural transit systems. Essentially, low population density translates into a small tax base. The 
lack of tax revenues means fewer funds are available for subsidizing rural transit operations. 
Moreover, low population density also translates into low farebox revenues relative to costs, as 
transit costs per passenger are high due to long distance trips. 

Future federal transportation policy is uncertain. The current, but soon to be outdated 
legislation, Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) had called for: 1) A 
reduction in transit's dependence on the Federal General Fund, and an increased focus on user
based financing ... 

The trends in transportation policy suggest that North Dakota's transit systems will need to 
provide more services with less resources in the future." (Emphasis added) 

SOURCE: An Evaluation of Regionalizing Rural Transit Systems in North Dakota by Jill Hough 
and Gene Griffin, Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute, August 1997. 

TRANSIT IN NORTH DAKOTA 
ANALYSIS OF BUDGET CUTS 1995-1996 

Rural area transit funding for North Dakota will be cut 16 percent, from $628,941 to $526,039. 
Rural transit service is a lifeline for many Americans and there cuts will put some transit 
agencies out of business. There transit providers give people access to necessary services like 
health care and are less expensive and burdensome then other alternatives. 

Funding for specialized transit programs serving elderly people and persons with disabilities in 
North Dakota was cut $19,729 -- from $262,5527 to $242,798. 

EFFECT OF BUDGET CUTS ON TRANSIT 

ITA Fundin2 - In 1996, transit in North Dakota will receive $1.43 miHion in Urbanized Area 
(Section 9) Formula funds. Of this amount, $694,941 can be used for operating assistance ... 

Operatin2 Assistance -- North Dakota will receive $694,941 in transit operating assistance during 
1996, a reduction of $231,647 from 1995. The Fargo area will receive $285,401 of this amount, 
a $95,134 reduction. Nationwide, operating assistance is reduced by s$310 million in 1996, the 
first step in Congress' plan to eliminate it. In order to offset the proposed cuts, bus fares in Fargo 
would have to increase by 55.0 percent. Most transit systems will have to both raise fares and 
reduce service, resulting in lower quality, higher cost transit. 

Capital Assistance -- North Dakota will receive $ 1.5 million in formula transit capital assistance 
during 1996, a reduction of $206,450 in formula funds from 1995. This disinvestment in transit 
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infrastructure will exacerbate the nation's already existing backlog of needed maintenance. The 
capital cuts also include a 7.5 percent reduction in programs serving the elderly and persons 
with disabilities , and a 16.3 percent cut in transit services for rural area residents. 

Operator Profiles - Three transit operators receiving Federal assistance serve the urbanized areas 
of North Dakota, as shown in the following table. In addition to these , there are 30 rural transit 
operators and 33 operators of special service for elderly and disabled persons. The projected fare 
increases below indicate FT A's estimate of the increase required to offset the Congressional 
funding cut and do not account for shortfalls at the State or local level: 

••;=.;.- •:::::::::;:;;;•,.;;;::•• ::.=:;-::.::=::::;::======•::.::--=• ~-•.::;-,: •--- •--•- •- •-• •• •• -••- --•-----:;;•:::.eo• :::-• :::::::.:•====-==••::::.:;•--•;_ _ _:;_•• _; 
: Annual . I 

Operator I FedAeral _ Operating , Revenue From 'i 

Fare Increase Needed to 
Replace $310 Million 
Operating Assistance 

Reduction 

Transit j Passengers I Share of Revenue_From Share of 

(Millions) ! ss1stance : Fares 1 

i ~:• i~b-0~, 1[--~~-~il . -----~ -- 4150 I -=~~~r-, .-.:-::-_·_-·:-_·-·:_---::_----.---.:-:.--.. ·_--7-0-::~---: 
ijFargo-MAT __ _J I_,_ ____ ____ 547,03½1 ·-·· --···-··--- 39:<10J _ ...... .. ~~-~JL _______ _____ ___________ _ 
ilsis-Man Transit i[ 134.642 JI ....... _ 32.80 J __ _ 27.90 lj _ 

In 1996, North Dakota also will receive $526,039 in Non-Urbanized Area (Section 18) funds and 
$242,798 in Elderly and Persons with Disabilities (Section 16) funds. Support for these programs 
was cut $30 million nationwide from the 1995 level. Transit service is a lifeline for many 
Americans and these cuts will put some transit agencies serving these populations out of 
business. These transit providers give people access to necessary services like health care and are 
less expensive than other alternatives. 

Transit Manufacturjn~ - There is one bus assembly firm in North Dakota. 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/money/fy96cut/gif/ND7.HTM 

FY 1995 OBLIGATIONS FOR ELDERLY AND PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

OBLIGATION 
North Dakota $262,527 

NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS 
North Dakota 7 

VEHICLES WITH LIFTS OR RAMPS 
North Dakota 6 

NO OF VEHICLES 
North Dakota 8 

National Total $ 57,699,221 

National Total 1,371 

National Total 1,290 

National Total 1,783 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/reference/statsum/T-10.HTM 
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FY 1995 OBLIGATIONS FOR METROPOLITAN/ STATE 
PLANNING AND RESEARCH 

ST ATE PLANNING & RESEARCH PROGRAM SECTION 53 t 3(b) 
North Dakota $ 41,250 National Total $ 8,250,000 

METROPOLITAN PLANNING PROGRAM SECTION 5303 
Nonh Dakota $158,000 National Total $ 39,500,000 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/reference/statsum/T-9.HTM 

FY 1997 SECTION 5311 NON-URBANIZED AREA 
FORMULA APPORTIONMENTS, SECTION 5311(b) 

Nonh Dakota $550,596 National Total $116,158,383 

RURAL TRANSIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (RTAP) ALLOCATIONS, 
AND ISTEA AUTHORIZED LEVELS 

Nonh Dakota $ 59,369 National Total $ 4,566,568 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/register/Table 3.htm 

FY 1997 SECTION 5310 ELDERLY AND PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

APPORTIONMENTS 

North Dakota $254,393 National Total $ 56,059,007 

ISTEA AUTHORIZED LEVELS 

North Dakota $362,441 National Total $97,150,000 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/money/l997app/52527.htm 

FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 
Comparison of ISTEA v. NEXTEA Transit Funding by State 

(Dollars in Thousands) 

ISTEA APPORT' S/ALLOCATIONS (FY J 992 - I 997) 
North Dakota $700 National Total $23,500,673 

NEXTEA AUTHORIZATIONS CFY 1998 - 2003) 
Nonh Dakota $776 National Total $27,404,051 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.doc.gov/library/legaJ/reauthissues/webpage.html 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FT A REGION 8 OFFICE 
Columbine Place, 216 Sixteenth St., Suite 650, Denver, Co 94105 
Telephone (303)844-3242 Fax (303)844-4217 
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State 

North 
Dakota 

North 
Dakota 

North 
Dakota 

North 
Dakota 

North 
Dakota 

U.S, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

TRANSPORTATION EQUITY ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY - FEDERAL TRANSIT ACT OF 1998 (excludes technical 
amendments) 

(Includes Additional General Fund Authorizations - Section 5338(h)) 
Excludes New Starts, Bus, Research, Planning, Clean Fuels, and Job Access 

State/Urbanized Area Programs 

Bismarck, ND l.lrrnn 
fonnula 

Fargo-t\ loorhead, ND-t\1N Urban 
fonnula 

Grand Forks. ND-t\ fN Uroon 
formula 

FY 1998 

503,622 

728,367 

514,529 

Statewide E&PWD 270,598 

Statewide Normrhanized 
Fomrnla 638,726 

North Dakota Total 2,655,842 

FY 1999 

588,221 

850,719 

600,960 

283,256 

838,726 

3,161,883 · 

FY 2000 

(136,193 

920,098 

(>49,971 

298.478 

911 ,15-t 

3,415,893 

FY 2001 

685,119 

990,858 

699,957 

314,002 

985,023 

3,674,958 

FY 2002 

7.U,796 

1,061,258 

749,688 

329,447 

1,058,516 

3,932,706 

FY 2003 

782,921 

799,877 

.HS,O.U 

1,132,685 

4,192,824 

Totals 

J,929,87] 

5,683 ,605 

4,014,982 

I ,8-t0,816 

.'l,564,830 

21,034,IOCI 

SOURCE: http://www.fta.dot.gov/library/policy/t21 untatl 1.htm 
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NODOT Transit Program 

NDDOT administers two federally funded public 
transi~ assistance progrnms and one state-funded 
public transit assistance program. 

' 
' 

Federal Transit Prograrras 

1. Rural Public Transportation (Se:::tbr. 18 Prog,am): 

a. Provides funds to rural areas (populations of 
less than 50,000) for the iJUr:::hase and opera
tional costs of transit buses and vans. Under 
this proaram, operating costs are subsidized 
at 50 percent and purchases of buses and 
vans are subsidized at 88 percent. There are 
~resently 24 organizations funded through 
this ;:ir:x1ram. totaling $526,000 per year. 

. - ' 

~- Provides funds to rural areas for training and 
te:::hnica! assistance to improve rura: public 
transp::>rtatbn seNbes. Approximately $59,40C, 
( 100 percent federal) is allocated annually for 
this program. 

2. Trans;:>ortation for the Elderly and Disa::>led 
(Section 16 Program): 

Provides funding to private nonprofit organiza
tions to purchase buses and vans specifically for 
transportation of the elderly1~nd di~abled. A total 
of approximately $243,000 1s provided annually 
to local transportation projects. A 20 percent lo
cal match is required to purchase the vehicles. 
Since the program's impl~mentation in 1975, 
over 155 buses and vans h1r1ve been purchased 
through this program. : 

NDDOT Transit Program (cont) 

State TransH: Program 

3. State Aid F:ir Public transportation: 

Provides ap::>roximately $757,700 per year to sup
pori public transit seNices throughout North Da
~ot~. There is. no lo_cal match required. Currently 
--.7 local transit proJects are funded through this 
::>rogram. 

Transit Facts 

• No~h ~~kot_a has 5 inter-city bus lines seNing 11 
r:.aJor c1t1es 1r. the state. 

• -:-ie cities of :=argo, Grand Forks, and Minot have 
:::ry-wi:::ie bus seNice. 

• There are 41 rural public transit systems located 
throughout the state. These systems primarily 
serve the eljerly and disabled in rural communities. 

• 1here are 14 taxi cab companies operating in 12 
::ities in the state. 

SOURCE: Planning Division, NDDOT 



TABLE 66 

Energy Efficiency of Transit 

• A bus with as few as seven passengers is more fuel 

efficient than the average single-occupant auto used for 

commuting . 

• The fuel efficiency of a fully-occupied bus is six times 

greater than that of the average commuter 

single-occupant auto. 

• The fuel efficiency of a fully-occupied rail car is 15 times 

greater than that of the average commuter 

single-occupant auto. 

• A single person commuting via transit instead of driving 

alone will save 200 gallons of gasoline in a year. 

• A 10 percent increase in transit ridership in the five 

largest U.S. cities would save 85 million gallons of 

gasoline a year. 

Every Commuter Who Switches From Driving Alone 

to Transit Saves 200 Gallons of Gasoline Per Year! 
' 

·1 I , I . I I . 

:I FUEL SA VJNGS = 200 GALLONS I 
; I 

Source: APT A. Public Transit - The Vehicle For Conserving Energy, 1991 
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Guaranteed Increases 
A key to the final passage of this bill was a unique solu

tion to fund the transit program through a blend of guaran
teed Mass Transit Account trust funds, guaranteed general 
revenues and other general revenues subject to available ap
propriations. Of the final $175 billion in highway spending, 
$ I 67 billion is guaranteed; while $36 billion of the total $41 
billion for transit is guaranteed or walled-off. This $5 billion 
in unprotected transit funding emerged out of last-minute ne
gotiations with Sen. Al D'Amato (R-N.Y.). 

Total transit funding under TEA-21 increases by 31 per
cent, with formula funds growing by 24 percent and capital 
grants swelling by 42 percent. Most significantly, a majority 
of these funding figures are - for the first time in the transit 
program's history - guaranteed or walled-off. These so-called 
firewalls assure transit an estimated 80 percent return on 
authorized funding levels ( compared to highways which tra
ditionally receive 98 percent of authorizations). 

Guaranteeing funding increases is a considerable victory 
for public transportation. Throughout the original ISTEA, tran
sit funding fell dramatically short of authorizations, leading 

to a general skepticism on the part of the public and commu 
nity transportation advocates with regard to authorized fund 
ing levels. No more. Rather than having to justify the exist 
ence of transit programs with each annual appropriations. 
transit supporters can focus on specific issues like access to 

jobs or capital replacement. 

Paying the Price 
To pay for all of the highway and transit spending not 

coming out of the mass transit account, Congress was forced 
to hunt down budget offsets. The largest offset comes from 
the Veteran's Affairs Department and the cutting of a smok
ing-related health benefits program - freeing up $17 billion 
for the six-year life of TEA-21. Also, congressional conferees 
scaled back Social Services Block Grant spending by $2.3 bil
lion, beginning in FY 2001. 

Rural's Absolute Gain 
For rural transit operators, the new bill is a benchmark on 

two fronts: (1) it changes the longstanding funding formula 
and (2) it provides profound funding increases . The rural pro

gram (Section 5311), for example, grows to nearly 

TRANSIT REAUTHORIZATION:THE RESULTS 
$180 million in Fiscal Year 1999 - a 32 percent in-

crease as compared 
with 17 percent in
creases for urban 
transit. During the 
life of TEA-21, rural 
funding is slated to 
hit $240 million by 

2003, an BO percent 
increase from 1998 
figures. 

FTA Programs --- ->~i~_-\lyf,ft/J }fff19?~Jti:- .·· .fl.1998 .. -: - •. ifY1999 :_. • ~ntchange 
(dollars In millions) -:·_,r: ' ·<<;-:?:.,:::;5;•/:(' Jg~l/q':· .~--.:~ .~ ·:'.: 'i~.~o~~~~- ~f , _8/ ~",._ .. ;;·_~--

FORMULA GRANTS 
Intercity Bus Accessibility 
(new program) 
Alaska R.R. (new proaram) 
5308 Clean Fuel Buses 
(new program) 
5307 Large-Urb. Form. Grants 
5307 Small-Urb. Form. Grants 
5311 Rural Transit Grants 
531 O Elderly & Disabilities Grants 

5309 MAJOR CAPITAL GRANTS 
New Fixed-Guidewav Svstems 
Fixed-Guideway Modernization 
Buses & Facilities 

OTHER FTA GRANTS 
Mt!tropolitan Planning 
5311 (b){2) Rural Transit 
Assistance Program 
Statewide Planninq 
National Transit Research, et al. 
Access to Jobs (new proqram) 
University Transportation Centers 
FTA Administration 

TOTAL TRANSIT FUNDING 

10 Community Transportation 

$2,149.2 $2,500.0 

1,793.7 2,089.0 
184.4 214.7 
115.1 134.1 
56.0 62.1 

$1,900.0 $2,000.0 
760.0 800.0 
760.0 800.0 
380.0 400.0 

$133.0 $137.6 
-39.5 --39.7 

4.5 4.5 

8.3 8.3 
41.5 45.7 

6.0 6.0 
41.5 45.7 

$4,382.2 $4,837.7 

$3,100.0 24.0% 
8.8 

4.8 
150.0 

2,441.1 16.9% 
250.9 16.9% 
177.5 32.4% 
66.9 7.7% 

$2,857.0 42.9% 

1 302.8 62.9% 

1,002.8 25.4% 

551.4 37.9% 

$385.0 179.8% 

·70.3 77.1% 

5.3 17.8% 

-
14.7 77.1% 

70.7 54.7% 

150.0 
6.0 0.0 

67.0 46.6% 

$6,341 .0 31.1% 

"The changes in 
funding for rural 
transportation were 
won mostly by the 
work of the associa
tion and its members 
and builds on the 
successful record of 
accomplishment of 
our members," said 
Marsico. 

Rural transit's 
share of formula 
funds increases from 
5.5 percent to 6.4 
percent - a meager 
but welcome adjust
ment, particularly in 
light of record fund
ing levels. Addition
ally, the rural inter-

July/August 1998 



Full Line of Li htwei ht Seats 
city bus set aside (Section 5311 f) remains 
intact with TEA-21. 

" I am encouraged that thi s bill begins 
to acknowledge the growing need some 
rural people have for getting to and from 
medical appointments, child care facilities 
and traveling to _iobs," said Sen. Craig Tho
mas (R-Wyo.). "Clearly, there is more to do 
and we are prepared to continue pushing for 
fairness and equity." 

C.E . White now offers a full line of lightweight seats to meet 
every need - from the bus driver. to small children, to ADA 
space requirements, jump seats, and ultra space saving seats 

Operating Freedom 
Small-urban transit agencies will not 

only enjoy funding increases, but are now 
free of any operating assistance limits -
the same holds for large-urban agencies 
with fewer than 15 vehicles (designed to 
benefit small transit agencies operating 
within large metropolitan regions like Los 
Angeles and San Francisco) . Small-urban 
transit funding (Section 5307) grows to 
$250. 9 million next year - a 17 percent 
increase. Elderly and Disabilities funding 
(Section 5310) grows by 8 percent to $66.9 
million in FY 1999. 

to fit van chassis. 

• Luxury and comfort at 
a competitive price. 

• Cushions and backs 
are contoured for 
luxurious comfort 
with highly resilient 
FR cellular 
polyurethane foam. 

• Concave shape of 
seat back allows for 
extra knee room. 

• Quick release twin
reclining bocks 
move from 15° to 35° 
with positive latching 
in any position. Also 
non-reclining version. 

• Meets or exceeds 
Federal and State 
safety standards. 

=~ 
blle-i:'"'~lbeco. 

SeamQ ono nt~ 1nm since 1Q37 

For Information on how to 
specify and order. call: 
419-492-2157 
FAX 419-492-2544 
www .cewhi t e .com 

Circle Reader Service Card Number 18 

Transit Center Aisle Vans 

• Meets public transportation needs and ADA standards • Raised roof in various sizes 
• Roll cage • Custom decals & graphics • Heavy duty skid proof rubber transit flooring 
with light stripping for better visibility• Individual safety grab handles• 14 individual 
seating with heavy spring construction • Variable seating designs and tie downs • Raised 
doors• Safety stantion grab bars• Safety side step 48 "-72" • Driver side step• Paratransit 
vans available with wheelchair lifts • Braun, Ricon, Mobil Tech, lifts available 

Send bid request to: 

ILDERTON CONVERSION COMPANY 
Circle Reader Service Card Number 151 

July/August 1998 

P.O_ Box 350 • High Point, NC 27260 
1-800-859-6066 

Community Transportation 11 



Funding Year 

FY' 1999-2000 

FY' 2000-01 

Total Biennium 

FY' 2001-02 

FY' 2002-03 

Total Biennium 

FY' 2003-04 

FY' 2004-05 

Total Biennium 

M 13/P ,11.-1 
.3/~,:1_/qq 
Ma r5ha.l/ Moo re, 

Federal and State Transit Funding In North Dakota 
N. Oak. Dept. of Transportation 

March 19, 1999 

Funds Needed To 
Fed. Transit Funds Match Fed. Funds 

Plus 
3,353,100 
1,985,000 
3,628,000 

$8,966,100 

3,903,800 

4,178,000 

$8,081,800 

$2,124.728 
496,250 

2,354,418 

$4,975,396 

$2,524,495 

2,693,848 

$5,218.343 

$ 4,178,000 $2,795,233 
FY' 2003 END OF TEA-21 

4,178,000 2,795,233 

$8,356,000 $5,590,466 

State Aid 
Transit Funds 

(Most figures in this 
column are estimates) 

Total Transit 
Expenditures 

Gov. & Local Funds 

Begin $2 Vehicle Reg. Fee 
$ 1,350,000 estimate $7,938,800 

2,481,250 
8,103,150 1,363.500 estimate 

$2,713,500 $ 18,523,200 

$ 1,377,200 estimate $8,270,400 

1,391,000 estimate 8,440,400 

$2,768,200 $ 16,710,800 

$ 1,404,800 estimate $8,613,500 

1,418,800 estimate 8,770,100 

$2,823,600 $ 17,383,600 
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COUNCIL REFERRAL SHEET 

DA TE: June 11 1998 

TO: BUS COMMITIEE: Jonathan Sickler,Georgene Emard, Tom Hagness, Jeny Lucke, 
Victoria Machovsky, Ann Sande, George Wogaman 

Matter ofWelfare-to-Work (W2W) Proposal. 

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION 

DA TE: June 11 1998 

Authorizing staff to prepare proposal which includes BUS COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS: 
night bus service. 

MOVED BY: { 1. 1 )C, · ,,,. ,j -,,., i ,, 1 SECONDED BY:~ )?7-/~~ 
( r 

~. ~~ 

cc: Owens 
Ulland 
Vein 

... .. ._ 

COUNCIL ACTION 

"Committee Only" 
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TO:Peopl~ First "We Unite" 
Transportation Committee .. . .. 

From: Pat Owens, Mayor 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 

Dear Committee, 
I am in full support of your efforts to restore "NIGIIT BUSING." 

. , . · .. . :. 

The success of your efforts would have afar reaching affect on the city of Grand Forks. Night 
Busing would impact businesses, entertainment and the ability of citizens who have no 
private transportation to reach distant parts of the city and to travel to and from evening work 
sites. 

It goes without saying that the morale of the citizenry would be greatly enhanced. TI1e 
success of the 'We Unite" Transportation Committee would be another step towards refur
bishing Greater Grand Forks and making it better than ever. 

~{[¾~ 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 

. , . , . . . ', ; ; .., ·~ . ,. 
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1uae ls. 1998 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Tblt letter ii m IXJ'fUI my l)Gr10Dll aupport fbr a local aroup•1 effort her; in Grand Forb to 
"einstate both a mabt lN1 and Dial-A-JUde ~ in CW' conum.mity. 

Smco the soo y.- ftood in Api1. 1997. many indMduala with variQ\&ljob opportunities and other 
needs IA our oommumt)' have experienced diffioultiet with 1ooal public trlnlpOl't&tiou'• limited 
bouilofopll'ltioG. 

Baak m 1995, our tramit l)'ltllm wu forced io cut mght bus and Dill-A-Ride NtYioe due to 
red~ fimdfna 1ffllll !om the Federal Tramlt Adainiltration. Ittbse was a way to brina thil 
Dllded Nnioe back fbr OW' cmzw, lt wouJd be Vf!1rf much appreciated 

1 uk that you look favorlbly on thia requea to reis1ltlte nlgbt bua and Dial•A•lUde ~ in 
Onmd Pork&. North Dakota. Tbaak you very much fbr yow U1D1 CCmCe&Dm4S thla ~ . 

111omua..,,,. 
Orand Fotb City Council President 

<2,~~tt:'..S c:--~ E\..t.& Q.~'l)A'"~~ 
µ~~~ 
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NIGHT BUS SERVICE ESTIMATED COSTS 
GRAND FORKS, NORTH DAKOTA 

BUS SERVICE COST 

Any discussion of costs for night bus service must also include the cost of a comparable Dial-A
Ride service for disabled persons. Both bus and Dial-A-Ride must run the same days and hours of 
service to be comparable and meet federal ADA standards. 

If you assume one bus for night service that would run on a Monday through Friday basis from 
6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., this would result in service being provided about 256 days a year 
allowing for holidays off etc. About 50% of the total costs would be wages and fiinge benefits 
with the balance of the costs earmarked for fuel, maintenance, bus cleaning, administrative 
overhead, etc. If you assume a cost of $25 per hour and allow for $5 an hour for farebox revenue 
on a new "start up" service, the net cost would be $20 per hour. 

Annual estimated cost would be 256 days X 5 hour/day X $20/hour for costs = $25.600. 

DIAL-A-RIDE SERVICE COST 

Dial-A-Ride service would also be required to be available under this proposal. Estimating 
anticipated future use of Dial-A-Ride service at night would be extremely difficult . However, as 
only one bus would be available for night service, in order to achieve comparable service, only 
one Dial-A-Ride vehicle would be available as well. This would ensure a limited use of the 
service or "cap". 

Annual estimated cost would be 26 days X 4 hours/day X $8/hour for subsidized costs= $8.192. 

TOTAL SERVICE COST 

The total estimated service cost for night public transportation service for one year would be: 

1 night bus: $25,600 + 1 Dial-A-Ride van: $8,192 = Total Cost: $33.792. 

NOTE: This assumes that all farebox recovered from both bus and Dial-A-Ride would also be 
applied against the total cost . 

.... ~·-
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Grand Forks transportation facts sheet 

• There are currently 1,600 to 1,800 job openings in the Grand Forks 

Communities. 

• For the past 5 months 2,400 people have used Job Service in job searches 

• Poverty level for a single mother with 3 children is $16,450.00 annually. 

• The living wage for a family of 4 is $20,565.00 annually, (does not 

include any extras, only food and shelter) which is equivalent to a job 

paying $9.90 per hour. 

• The average day job in the Grand Forks area is $5.50 per hour. 

• The average evening/night job in the Grand Forks area is $7.00 per hour . 

• The two major issues confronting job seekers in the Grand Forks area 

are; transportation (especially night transportation) and adequate child 

care. 

• The average cab fair for a trip one way from 110 Cherry Street to 

Columbia Mall is over $8.00, according to the Nodak Cab Company, 

which figures out to be approximately 3 .25 miles. 

• If a worker making $7.00 per hour took a cab both ways to work, and 

worked 5 hours a night, transportation would cost $16.00, leaving $19.00 

for earnings before taxes out of $35.00 for the night. 

... ..,.,_ 
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June 24. 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: Petra Clemens 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairn1an and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Petra Clemens.ram from Grand Forks. I believe that the funding for 
local transportation systems is not adequate in North Dakota. That is why I am here 
today. 

I am a student at the University of North Dakota. and I do not drive. The Grand Forks 
City Bus hours of operation end at 6 p.m., but classes are offered in the evening. 
Evening transportation was cut in January of 1996 due to federal budget shortfalls. It 
is extremely difficult for me to attend night classes. which deprives me of the 
opportunity to obtain the diversified education I would like to have. 

Currently, there are also many jobs available. and taking one would help me to pay 
for pan of my education, inste,ad of relying on student loans. Unfortunately. mostly 
evening positions need to be filled. 

There are 1,600 to 1,800 job openings in the Grand Forks communities. For the past 5 
months, 2,400 people have used Job Service in searches for work. In order to earn a 
living wage ($20.565 for a family of 4. just for food and shelter), jobs have to pay 
S9.90 per hour. The average day job in Grand Forks is S 5.50 per hour, the average 
evening job $7.00 per hour. The two major issues confronting job seekers in Grand 
Forks are night transportation and adequate child care. 

The average cab fare for a trip one way from 110 Cherry Street. a housing project for 
people with disabilities. elderly. and low income, to Columbia Mall. which is actively 
seeking for employees. is over $8.00 one way. This covers a distance of 
approximately 3.25 miles. In comparison, the same distance costs $1 on the City Bus. 

If I make S7 at a job and work 5 hours a night. transportation would cost me S 16. 
leaving me with $12 in earnings before taxes out of a $28 paycheck for the night. 
Now you can imagine why it is so frustrating for me to go to work. Consider how a 
mother must feel when she tries to get off welfare and into the workforce! 

A night bus service that operates from 6:30 - l 0:30 p.m. Monday through Friday 
would cost approximately $33.792. This includes Dial-A-Ride service for jX.,--ople ,i.·ith 
disabilities that cannot use the regular buses. 

Please help us out to obtain funding for evening transponation. It would enrich our 
lives and increase the available labor pool. and contribute to the lost tax base in 
Greater Grand Forks after the flood. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments. 

Respectfully . 

~hCA___~ 
Petra Clemens 
.,904 University Avenue.# 205 
Grand Forks. ND 58203 
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JUN- 24-1998 11 : 05 THE ARC , UPPER VALLEY 
P. 01 

To home it may concern: 

My name is Bobby Vogel, I live at 2500 14m Ave. Sou~ Grand Forks, N. D. 58201. Thank you 
for this opportunity to hear my testimony on the transportation bill. I'm hear to talk to you about 
the difficulties challenged people like myself have in obtaining transportation in the evening hours. 
We are productive people who live productive lives - that is, when we have the opportunity. 
There are many organizations, functions and gatherings that meet primarily in the evening - the 
reasoning behind this is mostly to accommodate those individuals who work during the day. 
Although this makes sense from a practical standpoint, it prevents many people, like myself, from 
participating in those areas in which we feel we can make valuable contributions. We simply 
cannot get there!! 

As with many of my peers, I work hard to be an active part of my community. I currently sit on 
the Board of Directors of a number of organizations as well as being the state President of the 
National Federation of the Blind. As a result of a lack of transportation, I am unable, at times, to 
experience the rewards and benefits ofmy hard work. Simply put, I am challenged only to the 
extent that my wheelchair does not sprout wings!' Whether it be business meetings, church 
functions, community gatherings, or merely going to a movie, I am unable to obtain 
transportation. 

As a physically challenged resident of the great state of North Dakota, I financially challenge you 
to ~sist _ _!hose like myself in being able to enjoy all that North Dakota has to offer . 

T r"'I T f"\1 0 ~1 
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To: Budget Committee on Governmental Finance 

From: Nancy Wiloth 

Re: Local Transportation Funding -SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee 

My name is Nancy Wiloth. I am from Grand Forks. I believe that the 
funding for local transportation systems is not adequate in North Dakota. 
That is why I am here today. 

I use to work at the Midco 10 Theater . My job duties were selling popcorn 
and pop to the customers. The job requires being on your feet for long 
hours. There were times when I would have to walk to work at night 
because of no night bus or Dial-A-Ride Service. 

I walked to work because I did not have the funds for cab fare. One nights 
wages would pay for a round trip to and from work. My wage per hour was 
at $4.15. The weather and the distance made it difficult to perform my job 
well. 

I have Mental Illness and Fibromyalgia that makes it hard for me to get to 
my job. It is about eight miles. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my coments. 

Respectfully, 

71 L / · li J1A 
/ Ut Yl,C/ L,J../~ ~ 

Nancy Wiloth 
110 Cherry St #324 
Grand Forks, ND 58201-4551 
(701) 787-5630 
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June 24, 1998 

TO: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

FROM: Carla Erickson 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr: Chainnan and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Carla Erickson. I am from Grand Forks, N.D. I am writing to you today because I believe 
there needs to be more funding for the Grand Forks night bus. 

The city of Grand Forks needs night bus transportation. There are many people that are disabled who 
are without transportation. I see this all of the time, because I work with those who developmentally 
disabled. I also see and hear the issues of not having a night bus at a self advocacy group. The people are 
frustrated! If they want to do something at night, outside their home, they would have to pay for a taxi. 
That would be too expensive. The cost would not even be worth going out. So therefore, many just sit at 
home, watching others go out and have fun , while they spend another night alone at home. 

Also, as I see it, this new welfare to work program will not work as good. I' ve been on a committee to 
work on getting a night bus back. Most jobs that the welfare recipients will need to get are at night. How 
are they going to get off welfare if they don ' t have the transportation to get there? 

Thank you for your time and consideration on the comments I have made . 

Respectfully, 

Carla Erickson 
3435 South 10th Street #22 
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 

... .. -
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J UN-24-1998 07: 54 ,HE ARC, UPPER VALLEY 

The Arc, Upper Valley 
P.O. Box 12420 

2500 DeMers Ave. 

P.02 

(701) 772-6191 Office Grand Forks, ND 58208-24..20 Fax (701) 772-2195 

TO: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

FROM: Dianne Sheppard, CEO, The Arc, Upper Valle?' 

DATE: June 23, 1998 

REGARDIN: Local Transportation Funding- SCR 4019 

The Arc, Upper Valley is a private not-for-profit organization which exists 
to improve the quality of life for people with mental retardation and other 
related disabilities by providing effective advocacy and support services. 

We are writing to support the need for increased access to community 
transportation. 

The lack of access to transportation results in an inability to access 
employment opportunities and routine community life, thus resulting in 
social isolation and lost opportunities for people with disabilities. The Arc 
strongly encourages the Budget Committee on Government Finance to 
devote more financial resources to meeting the local transportation needs of 
North Dakota residents. 

Thank you for your attention to this very important matter . 

Serving people with developmental disabilities and their families 

TOTAL P.02 
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GRAND 
FORKS 

ED RIVER VALLEY 

COMMUNITY ACTION 
701-746-543 1 'if 

1013 North Fifth Street • Grand Forks, ND 58203 • 701_746.0406 Fax 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

This letter is in support of establishing evening bus service in Grand Forks, 
North Dakota. In our community we have employee's who need services 
after 6:00 PM. For many of these individual's, their support system is the 
bus to get them to work and home. To continue to live indepentely and to 
support themselves, evening service is a necessity and not a luxury. 

If you have any questions or concerns in this matter, please feel free to 
contact me at any time . 

Sincerely, 

✓-- /J 
:~~ v./4 ~,e:;-._-

KcJen Schelinder 
Emergency Service Director 

... .. ._ 
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May 13, 1998 

Carla Tice 
T'.i.1e Arc Upper Valley Inc. 
P.O. Box 12420 

NORTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER 
I 407 241l1 AVENUE 50U1l1 

GRANO FORKS, ND 5820 I 
1-70 I ·795-3 I 35 

FAX: 1-70 1 ·795-3050 

Grand Forks, North Dakota 58208-2420 

To Whom It May Concern, 

We received your letter regarding bus service for persons with disabilities who need to travel at night. We 
are aware of the difficulties in finding transponation to enable persons with disabilities to work as 
scheduled by their job responsibilities, particularly evening and night hours. We support the need for night 
bus service in our community so people can work. attend meetings and have the flexibility of shopping in 
the evenings and night . 

We wish you much success in obtaining public/private resources to make night bus service a reality. 

Sincerely, 

~·~~ 
, Robert Sanderson 

Administrator 

Vocational Rehabilitation Pro 
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Forks 
Handieapped Club 

Grand Forks, North Dakota 58201 

May 5, 1998 

TO WHOM IT ·MAY CONCERN: 

This letter is to express Forks Handicapped Club's support for the efforts oflocal groups and 
citizens to resume a night bus and Dial-a-Ride service local1y here in Grand Forks, North Dakota. 
Since the 500-year flood in April 1997, many individuals with various job opportunities in our 
community have experienced difficulties with local public transportation's limited hours of 
operation. 

When individuals are dependent on public transportation services for their mobility, its availability 
has a direct impact on their daily life functions. For example, public transportation services "shut 
down" at 6:30 p.m. in Grand Forks, but if you have a job with work hours from 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m., this becomes a problem in terms of getting home at the end of your shift. The City Bus 
would be available to get to work at 3:00 p.m. but how would you get home after 9:00 p.m? You 
possibly could get a ride with a friend or relative or you could pay for an expensive taxi ride 
home. An expensive taxi ride home is financially impossible for a person working limited hours at 
a lower end-of-the scale job. 

The Welfare-to-Work initiative must have a supportive public transportation component if it is 
going to succeed in urban areas of North Dakota. A transportation component will provide the 
mobility necessary to make Welfare-to-Work successful. In a "tight" labor market like Grand 
Forks, public transportation can help successfully match an eligible worker with a worthwhile job 
opportunity. 

I ask that you look favorably on this request to reinstate night bus and Dial-a-Ride service in 
Grand Forks, North Dakota. Thank you very much for your interest in this worthwhile public 
transportation program. 

Sincerely, 

O,vi17 b1J .J G"-lY/ (}.;Jil 
Ge,gene Emard, President 
Forks Handicapped Club 



ountainbrooke 

April 15, 1998 

To whom it may concern: 

112 North 3rd Street 
Grand Forks, ND 58203 

( 70 l ) 7 46-4530 

This letter is in regards to evening and weekend bus service in the Grand Forks/East Grand Forks 
areas. As Director of Mountainbrooke, the psycho social rehabilitation center here in Grand 
Forks, I feel the need to stress to you that the need for public transportation is essential to our 
members. Mountainbrooke serves as a social center, a place for members to come down and visit 
with peers, work on homework, etc., and most importantly support one another. 

Because we don't have any night time service and limited weekend service, our hours are reduced 
to the average working day hours 9-6pm. These hours are sometimes unrealistic to our members 
who may work during the day or are attending school, but because there is no other form of 
transportation for them, we are restricted to having our hours of operation scheduled around 
public transportation. 

Please look into implementing the night time services again. I feel Mountainbrooke members 
would benefit a lot by being able to participate more in our activities, which would help alleviate 
some of the stressors people with mental illness endure on a daily basis. If you have any 
questions, please feel free to call me at (701) 746-4530. Thank you for your time and 
consideration in the matter. 

Sincerely, uMrJ}-' 
_ ... +/_ / 1 

~ p.A.,tR . 

Karen Watt 
Director 



-City of Grand Forks----
255 North Fourth Stna • P.O. Box 5200 • Grand Forks, ND 58206-5200 

May 1, 1998 

To Whom It May Concern: 

(701) 746-2665 

FAX# (701)772-0266 

On behalf of the Grand Forks Mayor's Committee on Employment of People with Dis
abilities, we support the need for evening public transportation. In our community, there 
are many jobs available post flood and a lot of the positions are second and third shift 
positions. Without public transportation people would not be able to afford to go to 
work. 

For example, a person with a disability that we know went to work and his take home pay 
was $23.00. His cab to and from work was $26.00 

The Mayor's Committee believes whole heartedly in supporting People with disabilties to 
have successful employment opportunities. This success can only happen when the 
proper supports are in place. Evening public transportation would give people a chance 
for work opportunity. 

Thank you for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Carla Tice 
President 

. -. .... 
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Prairie Harvest Human Services Foundation 
930 North 3rd Street • Grand Forks, ND 58203 • (701) 795-9143 

Program (701) 795-5056 • Fax (701) 772-5560 

ur organization would like to go on record in support of night time bus service for the Grand Forks area. 

'rie Harvest Foundation provides a daily living support program for approximately 40 individuals who 
rience chronic mental illness. These individuals live in apartments of their own choosing throughout 

community. In addition to this scatter-site program, the Foundation operates, in partnership with the 
hc:ast Human Service Center, a 24 hour supported residential facility, Harvest Homes. This is a 12 unit 

. ent building. Additionally the Foundation provides medications monitoring support for almost all 
e clients we serve-55-60. 

We have been offering support programs for persons with mental illness since J:muary 1992. 

Many of the individuals we serve have recovered sufficiently from the symptoms of their illness that they 
could be employable. However, they are not able to accept jobs bec,ause transportation is a problem. The 
second issue is that because of the limitations of their illness, these individuals often work at service type 
jobs. These jobs quite frequently are conducted after nonnal 8-5 business hours. The positions are 
primarily entry level. 

Combine the elements of this situation and you can see that individuals in this situation would find it 
difficu;!, if not impossible to be employed. After hours work, at entry level pay does not allow for taxi fare. 
Night time bus service would mean the difference for these individuals. Therefore we cannot stress enough 
how important this service would be for the clients we serve. 

We wauld be happy to help with this project in any way we can. If you need more information, please 
contact us. 

Cordially, 

~~~, 
(/ 

Roxanne Jensen 
Executive Director 

A United Way Agency 



May 5, 1998 

Bua Committee 
City Hall Box 52 
Grand Fork, ND 58203 

DNr Bua CommittN: 

I am writing to you to let you know how important it is that we get night time 
transportation. 

To get to City Hall to attend council meetings. 
Go to a movie. 
Make It to work. 
Emergencies. 
Conoorto, ;porting ovontl, mooting,, visiting other people, go to the malr, groceries, 
eating out, dancee, church, wedding/receptions, parties. 
Get to classes (school} 
So I'm able to get home after all thMe eve~. 
Unable to drh1e a oar. 
Bad weather. 
5afety. 
Juat the ability to get out. 

s~~Y, rb f}/J () 

Pr~"l-i'b 



Grand .Forks City Bus 
Mr. Bob Ulland 
867 481" St. s. 
Grand Forks, ND 58201 

May 5, 1998 

Dear Mr. Ulland, 

. , --.._ ,, 
' '"',.,)' 

_ pJions 
Rc1murcc C~ntcr for Independent Livinc 

318 Third Street Notlhwest, cc:st Grand rorks, MN 56721 
(21R) 773-6100 V /TDD• (ROO) 726-3692 • (218) 773-7119 rax 

I am corresponding with you today in support of the Cities of Grand forks, 
ND and East Grand Forks, \1N essential goal of reestablishing night bus 
service to both cities. 

I have had the pleasure of serving on the Dial-a-Ride committee for both 
cities. I am very impressed by lhe way they work cooperatively together, 
crossing slate lines and federal re:gions to provide both bus and paratransit 
services. When lhe night service had to be eliminated due to the Jack of 
funding, we saw many people with and without disabilities lose their ability 
to get to and from work and participate in community a<.:tivilies. 

We all know that life does not stop at 6:30 pm. For people who do not have 
the financial means to purchase private transportation or have accessible 
transporlalion available, they have very few alternatives but to stay at home. 

Please consider allocating additional funding so this effective and eflicient 
transportation system can give people of all abilities the chance to participate 
in the community after 6:30 pm and be as productive as possible. 

Thank you for you time and assistance. .1 f you have any questions or 
concerns please feel free to contact me . 

... .,._ 

1 I J ~ I SN □ Ild □ 
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Public Transportation 
P. 0. Bos 5200 • Grand Forb, ND 58206-5200 

May 6, 1998 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Re: Welfare- to- Work Reestablish Night Bus & Dial-a-Ride Service 

.CITY BUS ...,. 
Phone (701) 746-2600 
Fu (701) 746-4872 

Nationally, the Welfare-To-Work Program in most states has been developed in conjunction with strong 
public transportation involvement at the local level. The thinking goes that job opportunities grow and 
are enhanced if public transportation services are available to persons who do not own an automobile. 

In Grand Forks, in 1995, the City Council was forced to make some public transportation services "cuts" 
as a direct result of major losses in Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funding sources. Over the past 
two or three years since the night service was eliminated, the biggest complaint that our office receives 
from the general public is the loss of this service. Over the last year since the April 1997 flood, the 
unemployment rate in Grand Forks has hovered around the 1.5 - 2.0 percent range, a very low figure. 
Estimates indicate that over 1,000 jobs go unfilled in the Grand Forks economy. 

I believe that with expanded hours of public transportation service, a large number of these jobs could 
be filled by citizens who are dependent on public transportation services. This service resumption will 
help fulfill the goals of the Welfare-To-Work Program and also open up a "new" pool of quality workers 
who currently reside in our community. 

In order to be successful in North Dakota, Welfare-To Work must have a viable transportation element. 
In Grand Forks, the "grass roots" patrons of our City Bus and Dial-a-Ride Service have identified the 
need for re-establishment of a night bus as the Priority # 1 need for our community. 

I concur with this identified need for night service and hope that you will look positively on our request. 
Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Robert D. lTTland AICP 
Transportation Superintendent 



City Bus 
867 48th. St. So. 
Grand Forks, ND 58201 

Director: 

May 7, 1998 

I work with individuals who for one reason or another are 
unable to drive. 

There are many activities that they are unable to 
participate in because there is no bus service during the 
evening. Many times none of their peers can drive either, 
so relying on each other is not usually an option. Most of 
these same individuals can not afford the local taxi - cab, 
because they have a fixed and very low income. 

Even if they could ride the bus to get to their destination 
by the time the event has ended they would have no way to 
get home. 

All that would be needed would be one bus that ran a 
specific route during the evening. 

Please consider this for the individuals who have a need for 
the independence that a simple bus route would give to them. 

Strely/4,t-f.,~/~~~ 
Lyn M. Pankratz 
Rep-Payee 



Grand Forks City Bus 
867 s. 48th St. 
Grand Forks , ND 58201 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Our names are Brenda Cellmer-Monda and µaul Nel~on. We 
are L i c ens e d soc i a 1 Work e rs i n t he em p 1 o y of P r <'I i r i t> Ha ,. v t: s t 
Human Services Foundation. Our agency works with th~ 
seriously mentally ill population of Grand Forks. 

The purpose of this letter is to bring co your 
attention the need tn ti!Xtend the bur.; s1:::rvi<.:e r0utc h l~ Ur~ for 
our community. O\lr agency serves o\·er 50 cl icnts i n c:;r.::ind 
Forks and of that number~ a very smal I percentage actually 
have a driver's license. let alone own a vehicle to pTovick 
them with the transportation to get around. 

That is why your service becomes so very i mportant to 
this population. Wht:!n buses discontinue runnin~ n t h: 0 0 o r 
7:00 PM, it truly limits the mobility of people wi thout 
independent means of transport. Many of our clients !iv~ on 
a low fixed income budget that prohibits them from 
indiscriminate use of the more costly taxi services. In som~ 
cases, our clients are a.ttemptin~ to join the m«instrt>c1m (')f 
society by seeking full-time employment and ther~by g~Ltin~ 
off programs that are government supported. Employment 
opportunities that may require working past 7 :00 PM are lo ~ t 
to the clients because of the need for public 
transportation. 

Another opportunity that i~ lo:ost to the client is t he 
ability to use the bus system to get out to events in th~ 
community that would allow them to socialize in the 
evenings. Movies, concerts, adult education classes. and 
simply going out for coffee are but a few of the activitie~ 
that may be denied due to the lack of affordable public 
transportation. 

Our clients are a small percentage of the popu lnt i0n :,f 
Grand Forks but your service meets a big need in their 
lives. That is why I implore you to please extend th~ 
operating hours for the bus line. 

Thank you. 

........ 

~l~-\1\,~ 
.22~4·~ 

Brenda Cellmer-Monda 
Paul L. Nelson 



MEDICAP 
PHARMACY* 

ti Care. Convenience & Savings tor You. 

1375 COLUMBIA ROADS., STE. G • GRAND FORKS, ND 58201 • (701) 746-1800 



June 22, 1998 

TO: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

FROM: Annette Wangen 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chainnan and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Annette Wangen. I am from Grand Forks. I am writing to you today because I think 
Grand Forks needs more funding for evening transportation. 

First of all. it would be hard to work at night, if I needed to or wanted to, because there is not a bus at 
night The taxi is too high priced. So there's only one option, and that is to work only the day shifts. I 
should have the option to work at night, if I needed to. 

Second, I enjoy getting out. I like to be independent So if there isn't evening transportation I won't be 
able to enjoy what other people do at night, who drive themselves. The only other way is to have staff take 
me. That isn't helping me become independent It is not any fun to stay home all the time, meanwhile 
watching others that have transportation get out! 

Thank you for your time and consideration of my comments. I hope that Grand Forks gets the funding 
needed to support a night bus. 

Annette Wangen 
301 39th Ave. S. 
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 



June 23, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: Debra Wiseman 

Re: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Debra Wiseman. I am from Grand Forks. I am writing to you today, because I want a 
night time bus. I think there is not enough funding for this. 

There needs to be a night bus because I don't have any transportation myself. I enjoy getting out. But I 
can only do that in the daytime. Sometimes I feel trapped in my apartment, especially in the wintertime. It 
gets darker earlier, so I feel depressed. Everyone' s around me is going some place, but me, I have to stay 
home. I should have the same rights as everyone's. I could take the taxi, but that starts to get way too 
expensive. The bus is cheaper. The bus can help me get to places like the mall, the theatre( which only 
runs at night most of the time), the grocery store, and to a friend's place. I know I could do some of these 
things during the day. But with my work schedule it is hard sometimes to do this. I also should have the 
option to go out during the day, as well as at night. 

1bank for your time and consideration of my comments. 

Respectfully, 

K ~ LJ ~-1.1v1r~ 

Debra Wiseman 
2211 13th Ave. N. 
Grand Forks, N.D. 58201 
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The Arc, Upper Valley 

- Oll 772-6191 Office 

March 2, 1999 

Dear Lawmaker, 

P.O. Box 12420 
2500 DeMers Ave. 

Grand Forks, ND 58208-2420 Fax(701)772-2195 

On Thursday, March 4, you will hear testimony to increase public transportation funding 
by increasing motor vehicle registration fees. 

As some of you know, the Interim Budget Committee on Governmental Finance heard 
testimony and received hundreds of letters from Grand F orlcs citizens., agency heads and 
City Council members asking for an increase in transportation funding dedicated to local 
public transit. 

People with disabilities, seniors, students and others who depend on public transportation 
for access to work, health care, religious services and other services are in need of 
evening and weekend public transportation. Many are unable to have evening jobs, 
attend church or participate in many public, community and social functions that occur 
after 6:00 p.m. during the week and on weekends due to lack of available service. 

Please support the provision in HB 13 80 that would double the amount of state funding 
dedicated to public transit by increasing the vehicle registration fees by $1 and assuring 
the additional funds are used to enhance public transportation. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

Virginia Esslinger, President 

Peter Johnson, Chairman 
Governmental Affairs Committee 

The Arc 

s~rving people with mental retardation and their families 





June 23, 1998 

Providing services for persons with 
developmental disablllties 

1521 Elusi11•::1::1 Luop Ea51 • P.O. Ooa 0~4 • Jnma:itawn, NO 68'102-0B2'1 
(701) 252-0162 • FAX (/01 ) .:~,-/7 :.,8 • 1·888•2:)2•0182 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am addressing this letter on behalf of the people using 
the transit system in Jamestown, North Dakota, for the 
purpose of dally work:. 

t:urrently our uocatlonal Training Sile operates flue days 
per week, Monday thru f r1day. Jame~ Rtuer Transit, our local 
system prouides transportation for people liuing an their own 
apartments. The current charges are $1.58 per ride to the 
wort site and home for a total of $3.88 per day. This ends up 
getting eKpenslUe tor those people mhn do not earn a large 
amount from the training site. If ~omeone wishes to take 
the transit system for grocery shopping, going to the mall, 
or a mouie the cost Is $2.88 each ride. This has a tendency 
of cutting down on eKtra curricular actiuities. 

If you haue a part time Job in the communny and only 
work one and one half hours per shift, your gross pay would 
be S7. 73 and your transportation fee is $4.88. This is 
prouldlng thA transit system Is operating. Their current 
schedule is Monday 9- 7, Tuesday 9-7, WAdnP.~day 9-18, 
Thursday 9- 7, Friday 9-1 e, Saturday 9-1 e, and suna.ay B-b. 
Most part time jobs in the food seruice industry run latter in 
the day and other transportation needs to be found. This 
also goes for the folts that wort In the mornings for 
janitorial serulces, etc. 

The cost of running the transit is enormous and the 
blame can not be put on the company for the cost of the 
rides but put yourself in the the position of the people we 
serue. Just to get to anCJ from wort Is uery e>epensiue. This 



Page 2 

Providing service1> for per5ons with 
developmental disabilitie:s 

1521 B'-'•iness loop C:Dol • l"' .O. Box B:?4 • Jomoc1own, NO 58402-0824 
(701 ) 252-011:il • f- A). (701) 252·77J8 • 1-666•2SZ·0l02 

has a defeatist effect on people trying to go to work and 
earn ewtra money. If there. Is any possibility of prouidlng 
some help financially for the Transit system In order to 
either proulde longer hours or reduced fares this would be 
eKtremely appreciated. 

It you would happen to haue additional questions I can 
be reached at 781-252-8575. Please Teel free to glUe me a 
call. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

\~ ~~\~'''-'' 
Don 0. Nels~r 

Associate Director 
Day Programming 



June 24, 1998 

To Whom It :f\-fay Concern· 

My name is Mark Boatman and I live in Jame~tov,m North Dakota. lam writing in 
regards of Senate Resolution 4019 dealing \Vith transportation funding for local 
transportation systems in North Dakota. 

I am 22 years old and I have muscular dystrophy which requires me to use an electric 
wheelchair. I live independently but I have limited options for accessible transportation. 
l currently use James River Transit here in Jamestown for my rides. The bus takes me to 
the doctor, church, grocery store, \Val-mart. ballgame, or social gatherings Yvith my 
frie nds. This is the only transportation 1 have and without it T would have to stay home. 
There are many problems that local tran sportation systems in North Dakota are facing . 1 
would like to take this time to share them with you. 

The major issue is the availability of hours that the local systems can run. Here in 
Jamestown the hours used to be 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Monday through Saturday and running 8 
a.m. - 6 p.m. on Sunday. Due to funding cuts the hours have been reduced to 9 a.m. - 7 
p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. The other hours have remained the same but 
this has had a great impact on my life. I can't go out when I \.Vant to and the freedom of 
using the bus is a lot tougher. Other communities are having the same problems also. 
These transits are an integral part of the community and they need to be treated as such. 
These systems are not optional there are a necessity. 

The issues that these systems have are directly related to current funding and upcoming 
funding. Communities all around )Jorth Dakota need more money to maintain and 
improve their local transportation systems. If funding isn't increased there will be many 
people who \.\111 have to lose independence. Disabled persons like myself do not have 
the luxury of having a vehicle to get around. We rely on our local transit systems and 
that's the bottom line. lt sounds to me that Resolution 4019 could be a great step in the 
right direction for solving some of these problems. 

Thank you for letting me give my input on Senate Resolution 4019. 

Respectfully, 

Mark J. Boatman 
Jamestown 





June 24, 1998 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As parent's of a daughter that is on a limited and lower 
income,we know the importance of ma intaining a cost for 
transportation that is reasonable and yet fit into her limited 
budget. 

We as parent's support the request for additional funds to 
maintain or lower the current fares for those individuals that 
are on lower and fixed incomes in North Dakota. 

Thank you. 

Terry and Vera Woelber 
828 East Turnpike Ave 
Bismarck, ND 58501 



Pam Kennedy 
102 New Jersey Street 
Bismarck, ND 58504 

Chairman Nething and Committee Members, 

I'm Pam Kennedy. I live at 102 New Jersey Street in Bismarck. 

I feel Transit systems across the state need more funding. Since the advent of 
paratransit systems in the early '90's in North Dakota, I have lived in Bismarck
Mandan, Minot and Grand Forks. 

The paratransit systems in Grand Forks and Minot have never been available 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. When I lived there the systems were only operating during 
business hours and didn't operate at all on Sundays. Because I'm in a wheelchair 
and require a vehicle with a lift or a ramp, I not only had to schedule my time calls 24 
hors in advance, but also when a vehicle with a lift or a ramp was available. I was in 
my early 20's and I had to limit all of my activities and social life to business hours. To 
my knowledge the availability of the paratransit systems in those cities hasn't changed. 
Because most people my age go out in the evening, I really never had a social life and 
opportunities to interact with my peers. 

Even though I've grown older and because Bis-Man Transit is available, I now have 
access to transportation 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Yet I still lament all of the 
things missed, my prom, the dates, and the other irreplaceable memories that most 
people my age have; but I don't. However, by increasing the funding for paratransit 
systems across North Dakota, you will give young people with disabilities a chance to 
make the memories that I never had and never will. 

I'm married now. My husband, Larry, is also disabled and uses Bis-Man Transit. Our 
net income is $1,200. The fare when I travel within Bismarck or Mandan city limits, and 
do not cross the river is $1.50 per person one way. My total round trip fare is $3.00. 
Larry and I often travel together, so our round trip fare totals $6.00. When I cross the 
river is $2.25 per person one way, bringing my total round trip fare to $4.50. When 
Larry and I travel together our total round trip fare is $9.00. A year ago we had jobs in 
Mandan and we paid $45.00 a week to travel to and from work alone. 

When Bis-Man Transit began, the fare was $1.00 one way if we stayed within the city 
limits of Bismarck or Mandan and $2.00 one way if we crossed the river. They also 
stated fares have increased because due to funding cuts. 

On our fixed income the cost of transit is staggering. The only assistance we recieve is 
my Medicaid. We have all of the expenses every married couple with no children, 
owning a home does. But I also need my assistance dog, Jessie, to be independent. 

1 



Our expenses for Jessie, including veterinary care and food, total $100 a month. I'm 
not eligible for any programs that help pay for those costs. Factor in the cost of transit, 
we can barely pay the bills, but we're doing the best we can. 

Not only is transit expensive, it's inconvenient as well. Because Bis-Man Transit picks 
up more than one person at a time, travel time within city limits can be 20 minutes to an 
hour each way. When we cross the river travel time can be 30 minutes to an hour and 
a half. Because I'm in a wheelchair and require a vehicle with a lift or a ramp, I not 
only have to schedule my time calls 24 hors in advance, but also when a vehicle with a 
lift or a ramp is available.Scheduling time calls early in the morning and between 3:00 
and 5:00 in the evening is very difficult. 

Bis-Man Transit ride statistics for 1997 reflect why this is so. Last year alone, Bis-Man 
Transit gave 188,000 rides. They estimate that is an average of 600 rides a day. As a 
result, my wheelchair hasn't been properly secured to the vehicle and moves. When 
I've asked Bis-Man Transit directors why this happens, they have said there is 
inadequate resources to train new drivers because of the funding because of the 
funding cuts since 1995. 

I'm not any the paratransit service providers using a formal complaint complaint 
process to resolve any issues that paratransit riders have. I urge you to investigate this 
issue to see if I'm mistaken. If there are paratransit systems that don't have formal 
complaint processes to resolve any issues and strengthen relationships between the 
riders and paratransit service providers in North Dakota, please urge them to develop 
them. 

Chairman Nething and Committee Members, these are the reasons I feel Transit 
systems across the state need more funding. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

2 



Darcy Andahl 
158 East Indiana Avenue #104 
Bismarck, ND 58504 

Chairman Nething and Committee Members, 

I'm Darcy Andahl. I live at 158 East Indiana Avenue #104 in Bismarck, North Dakota. 

I feel the transportation network in general, across North Dakota needs more funding. 
I feel that most of the money for transportation is used for construction. I realize that 
road construction needs to be done. But it seems like the same streets are being 
worked on year after year. 

I feel that more money needs to go to our local transportation networks. As a person 
with a disability, I use Bis-Man Transit to get around. The fare for Bis-Man Transit one 
way is $1.50 when I go someplace in Bismarck or $2.25 when I cross the river to go to 
Mandan. My round trip fare when I go someplace in Bismarck is $3.00. My round trip 
fare when I go someplace in Mandan is $4.50. 

My total income is $513.00 a month. Three dollars doesn't seem like much. But when 
I use Bis-Man Transit everyday, it really adds up. This is especially true in the winter. 
If I use Bis-Man Transit six days a week, round trip in Bismarck, it would cost me 
$72.00 a month. On a fixed income, that's really impossible to do . . And I didn't add 
any trips to Mandan. Sometimes I use Bis-Man Transit more than twice a day. 

Because so many people take Bis-Man Transit everyday, the drivers often pick up 
more than one person at a time. Last year alone, Bis-Man Transit gave 188,000 rides. 
They estimate that is 600 rides a day. As a result, I sometimes have to ride around 
town for 45 minutes to an hour and a half while they are picking others up and 
dropping them off, even though I have to schedule all of my rides 24 hour in advance. 
Sometimes Bis-Man Transit isn't only very expensive, but very inconvenient as well. 

I realize that people from around North Dakota are facing the same issues this is why I 
feel the transportation network in general, across North Dakota needs more funding. 

Chairman Nething and Committee Members, thank you for listening to my comments. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Darcy Andahl 



BIS--MAN 
TRANSIT B(JARD 3750 E. Rosser Ave. Bismarck, ND 58501 70 1/258-6817 

January 28, 1999 

TO: MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

FROM: BIS-MAN TRANSIT BOARD, ROBIN WERRE, DIRECTOR 

SUBJECT: HB 1380 

The Bis-Man Transit Board of Directors would like to offer 
support for HB 1380. 

Bis-Man Transit is a non-profit corporation acting as 
broker for the City of Bismarck in providing transit 
services for Elderly (60 years or older) and /or Disabled. 
Services are provided seven days per week, 24 hours per 
day on a demand response system. Currently over 6500 
individuals are utilizing transit services . During the 
month we give over 16,000 one way rides. 

For 1999 Bis-Man Transit has an operating budget of just 
over 1 million dollars. Of these funds $555,520 will be 
federal funds. In order to obtain the federal funds we 
need to match them with local dollars. Bis-Man Transit 
has the funds for 1999 but Federal Transit Administration 
has budgeted for approximately a $50,000 increase each 
year for the next 5 years. In order to obtain the federal 
funds we will need to raise additional local dollars. 

Once source of obtaining these funds would be the $1 .00 
dollar increase on license registrations as outlined in HB 
1380. 

Each year as our ridership increases, cost of services 
increase and areas of unmet needs, needs to be addressed. 
Therefore we support passage of HB 1380 that would provide 
additional local funding that would allow us to match the 
increase in federal funds. 

Bis-Man Transit Board is an approved United Way Agency United Way 



BIS--MAN 
~ RANSIT BOARD 3750 E. Rosser Ave. Bismarck, ND 58501 

• BIS-MAN TRANSIT FACILITY 
3750 E Rosser Avenue 

Bismarck, North Dakota 

Bis-Man Transit Facility was constructed during 1997-98. 
Facility was occupied May 1998. 

Facility Size= 37,050 sq ft. 

Occupants - Bis-Man Transit 
Taxi 9000 

- 24,250 sq ft. 
9,835 sq ft . 

765 sq ft. 
2,200 sq ft. 

West River Tran. -
Bus Terminal 

Rental Income - Taxi 9000 
West River Tran. 
Bus Terminal 
Minot Bus 
St A's Bus 

- $3,783.33 per month 
- $ 382.50 per month 
- $1,000.00 per month 
- $ 100.00 per month 
- $ 550.00 per month 

$5,815.83 per month 

701/258-6817 

The building is self sustaining due to rental income, also 
will provide matching funds for Bis-Man Transit Board. 

Cost of Construction - $3,457,412 

Funds Available for Construction 

FTA Section 3 (Earmarked Funds) 
FTA Section 9 (Capital Funds) 
City of Bismarck Land Donated (Matching) 
City of Bismarck Sales Tax (Matching) 
City of Bismarck Loan 
Donations 

$1,488,000 
978,968 
185,000 
442,444 
353,000 

10,000 
$3 , 457,412 

The loan from the city is being paid back with FTA funds 
earmarked for capital funds under FTA Section 3 funds. 

All FTA Section 9 funds were earmarked capital funds and 
could not be used for operating funds. 

When Bismarck established its Transit System in 1991, 
Bismarck was fortunate to have 3 years of FTA funding 
carried forward. In each years allocation funding was 
broken out to capital and operating. At the time Bis-Man 
Transit did not have matching funds to utilize all capital 
funding, therefore as we were able to obtain matching 
funds thru Sales Tax and Donated Land we were able to 
utilize the carry over capital funding plus working with 
our legislative delegation in Washington we were able to 
get earmarked funding for the development of the facility. 

Bis-Man Transit Board is an approved United Way Ag ency Unltedway 
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'if ver Transportation Council 
3750 East Rosser Avenue• Bismarck, ND 58501 • Phone (701) 224-1876. Fax 223-2572 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Carol Anderson, Executive 
Director for West River Transportation Council in Bismarck. West River Transportation 
serves 6 counties (38 towns) over 10,000 square miles and 60 thousand plus rides per 
year. 

I am here today to ask your very needed support on House Bill 1380, as you are aware 
this bill is to increase the fee on motor vehicle registration from one dollar to two dollars, 
for the public transportation fund. With the new Highway Bill having such a significant 
increase in federal dollars available to our state, we would need to match those funds, to 
maintain, continue and expand the transit needs of our communities from the young to the 
old. 

The increase in the registration fee would allow transit agency's to match those needed 
federal dollars, and wouldn't that be great, additional funds, we as transit providers don't 
hear those words very often. What a reality for our senior and disabled population. 

West River Transportation's current operating budget consists of 20% of these funds, for 
needed federal match. Without them we would be cutting services, but with additional 
funds West River would be maintaining, continuing and expanding services for evening 
and weekend needs. Services we currently can not afford. 

In summation, your support of this bill would be a salvation to many, many agency's and 
mainly our communities of the elderly and disabled. Instead of cutting some services, due 
to lack of funds, we all could continue and expand services. 

Thank you for your time, and we greatly appreciate your on going support of your local 
and rural transit needs. 



RVICES Telephone (701) 663-6528 • Fax (701) 663-6171 

People Caring 
For People 

COUNTY SITES: 

ALMONT 
843-8472 

CENTER 
794-8867 

FLASHER 
597-3358 

GLEN ULLIN 
348-3838 

HEBRON 
878-4457 

NEW SALEM 
843-8854 

301 N.W. 15th Street• P.O. Box 267 • Mandan, North Dakota 58554 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE 

SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, MY NAME IS CHUCK BOSCH. I AM 

THE PROJECT DIRECTOR FOR MANDAN GOLDEN AGE SERVICES. I AM HERE ON BEHALF 

OF THE NORTH DAKOTA SENIOR SERVICES PROJECT DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION, AN 

ORGANIZATION MADE UP OF FORTY-ONE NON-PROFIT AGENCIES WHO PROVIDE SERVICES 

'I~ SENIOR CITIZENS THROUGHOUT NORTH DAKOTA. THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE INCLUDE 

HOME DELIVERED MEALS FOR THE ELDERLY HOMEBOUND, CONGREGATE DINING, TRANSPOR

TATION, OUTREACH ASSISTANCE, AND HEALTH RELATED SERVICES. 

OUR ASSOCIATION IS STRONGLY IN SUPPORT OF HOUSE BILL 1380 - THIS BILL 

WOULD PROVIDE SOME SERIOUSLY NEEDED FUNDS TO HELP OUR MEMBERS MEET THE 

EVER INCREASING DEMANDS ON OUR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. THE NUMBER OF 

SENIORS IS INCREASING AND SENIORS ARE LIVING LONGER SO THE NEED FOR 

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES INCREASES EVERY YEAR. MANY OF OUR BUSES ARE 

HIGH MILEAGE UNITS AND NEED TO BE REPLACED MORE OFTEN NOW BECAUSE OF 

THIS INCREASED DEMAND. HOUSE BILL 1380 WOULD MAKE FUNDS AVAILABLE TO 

OUR MEMBERS SO WE CAN DEAL WITH THIS SITUATION AND ACCESS THE ADDITIONAL 

FEDERAL FUNDS WHICH WILL BE AVAILABLE THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS. 

I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO TES'l'IFY IN FAVOR OF THIS BILL ON BEHALF OF THE 

BIS-MAN TRANSIT BOARD. I HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF THAT BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

SINCE 1991, WHICH IS THE YEAR WE BEGAN PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION, AND I 

HAVE SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD THE PAST TWO YEARS. WE PROVIDE 

TRANSPORTATION FOR PEOPLE 60 YEARS AND OLDER, AND FOR ALL PEOPLE WITH 

DISABILITIES IN THE BISMARCK-·MANDAN AREA. IT HAS BEEN QUITE A CHALLENGE 

TO START THIS 'l'RANSPORTATION AGENCY AND TO KEEP UP WITH THE RAPID GROWTH 

WE HAVE EXPERIENCED, WHICH IS CLEAR PROOF OF THE NEED FOR TRANSPORTATION 

SERVICES. FROM THE VERY BEGINNING OUR BIGGEST PROBLEM HAS BEEN TO OBTAIN 

ENOUGH LOCAL FUNDS, AND THAT IS STILL TRUE TODAY. HB 1380 WOULD GREATLY 

ASSIST US TO ACCESS FEDERAL FUNDS TO REPLACE SOME OF OUR HIGH MILEAGE 

VEHICLES, AND EXPAND SERVICES TO OTHER GROUPS WHICH NEED THEM. 

THANK YOU. 0 
unlead
Helps Here 



TESTIMONY ON HOUSE BILL NO. 1380 
By: Todd D. Kranda for NDACF 

Chairman Stenehjem, Members of the Senate Transportation Committee my name is Todd D. 

Kranda of the Kelsch Law Firm in Mandan, and I am testifying on behalf of the North Dakota 

Association of Community Facilities (NDACF). 

The ND ACF is a state-wide association of 26 private developmental disability providers who 

provide a wide variety of residential options, employment support, day habitation, prevocational 

training, and family support for approximately 3,200 individuals of all ages with developmental 

disabilities. 

Attached to my testimony is a copy of a map which lists each of the member community 

facilities with the NDACF and their location in the state. 

NDACF supports House Bill 1380 which will provide assistance to those who receive services 

from these providers. 

I would be willing to try to answer any questions. 



N NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY FACIL ITIES 

BISMARCl(t?f(\• 
Catholic:Famrl'f• '!Y•., 

------- : Er ;~/e?ailt"~~'.yi I 
: Nortll Dakota,lric. 
\ Enable,. Inc; · 
! H.I.T.,lnc. 
i Pride, Inc. 
! Pride, Inc. 
· Transition Project , 

with Oliver-Mercer : 

'1~f:~~~ff l{siAi::fuN 11rr1ti '~R4HllfORKf ;:'~: i 
, :::, catholic: fami!Y ;p 'Agassiz Enterprfses : 
f t ~ervice , :: · ::,-{.' :c:attio~trFapiily \ I ·• · < Corporation· · 

- REM-North 
Dakota, Inc. I Friendship, Inc. -·: t· • Ser:vrce · , . . . ! 

REM-North · 1 Development . · 
~-----~ Dakota, Inc. , · Homes, inc. 

: . VAtlE'ftrrf · :? ~F-AAGO'.t •,wx 
Alpha Opportunittes, i Open Door Center l, f;aJt{otic; f,f:, 

~ C...-lw-Sd.a\ r~~~~niiySiJ~;~~ 
l._·.,~ervicesi lnc-. •• \ 

Evaluation ·and · · · • i :·.Training Center · 
, Fraser, ltd. -I Friendship, Inc. 
i Svee Home/ 
· Lutheran Social 

Services of 
North Dakota 

I, L.I.S;T.E.N. Inc. 
REM-North 

Dakota, Inc. 

·wAHPETON"/< .·.···,· 
. Red River 

Human Services 
Foundation 

P.O . BOX 7071 , BISMARCK , NORTH DAKOTA 58507-707 1 
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Transportation Council 

3750 East Rosser Avenue• Bismarck, ND 58501 • Phone (701) 224-1876 • Fax 223-2572 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Carol Anderson, Executive 
Director for West River Transportation Council in Bismarck. We serve 6 counties (38 
towns) in rural North Dakota. 

I am here once again, to testify on the needed support of House Bill 1380. You are very 
aware of what the bill is, and will do, but are you as aware of the longevity it will insure. 
The one dollar from the motor vehicle registration has been doing it's job for 10 years, at 
mainly the same rate, for agencies. How many agencies can service their clientele for 10 
years on the same funding amounts, without seeing some decreases. Well, transportation 
decreases are identified as-no available rides due to lack of funding-what a statement to 
make, especially to our elderly and disable of rural North Dakota, when there is a 
solution. Now, with this additional dollar, we could maintain for another 10 years 15 
years, maybe more, wouldn't that be one less issue, per session, for our legislators to deal 
with. 

It is so significant, that ONE DOLLAR (which you may lose in your sofa, over a shorter 
period of time than a year), that ONE DOLLAR will access more federal dollars, than we 
have ever been exposed to. So why are we debating over one dollar, when it can do so 
much for our, your communities. Do you really feel that our communities would have a 
problem with one dollar added to their registration. I don't and believe me I've asked 
many individuals from 1 vehicle owner to 6 vehicle owners. The same answer, "well 
that's not much, for what it will provide." Our U.S. government is making it available, 
they obviously believe in the need, so let's utilize it. What a salvation for so many 
agencies, to be able to help our elderly and disabled in a much bigger way, more 
transportation, and needless to say the savings to our state, by keeping our aging and 
disabled population in their homes longer. 

Thank you for your time, we always appreciate the availability to present information to 
our legislators, and of course, having your support for your communities needs. 



TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENATE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
REGARDING HOUSE BILL 1380 

MARCH 4, 1999 

Chairman Stenehjem, members of the Committee. My name is Allan L. Marx, Sr. and I 

am from Bismarck. I am here today to ask you to support HB 1380. This bill will provide 

more money for public transit systems like our Bis/Man Transit System. 

I am a person with a disability, and I also have a five-year-old son who has cerebral palsy. 

am involved in advocating for things that will make things better for my son and others 

who have disabilities. I have friends from all over the state who depend on the transit 

system to get to work, the bank, church, grocery stores, shopping centers, doctor's office, 

etc. Without public transportation, they would have no other choice but to stay home or 

rely on more expensive transportation, or family and friends. 

This bill would provide more money for the transit systems throughout the state. Smaller 

communities now have limited service in their areas. With more money, they could have 

more transportation services available to help people who are elderly or have disabilities to 

live more independendy. 

The money for this increase would come from raising the registration fee for vehicles. 

own a car and would not have a problem with paying a dollar or two more for my 

registration. A lot of my friends feel the same way. We do not think this small amount 

would really be noticeable for us, but sure would make a difference for those who use the 

transit systems. 

As legislators, I am sure you oftentimes have to struggle to find money for programs. This 

bill gives you an idea that is workable for everybody. By just increasing the fee by this 

small amount you can help to improve the lives of people who need public transportation. 

I would appreciate your support for HB 1380. Your support would mean so very much to 

others and to me. Someday, my son may need the transit system to live independently, 

too. Thank you for your time. 
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June 25, 1998 

TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 

Budget Committee on Government Finance 
Maurice W. Hardy; L.S.W. 
Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Maurice W. Hardy. I am from Beach. I serve as the Chairperson for the Dickinson 
Transportation committee and am employed as a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. I believe 
that the funding for local transportation systems is not adequate in North Dakota. That is why I 
send this letter. 

The Dickinson Transportation committee recently conducted a survey and although the 
committee has not taken a formal action on the results of the survey, I felt it was important for 
your committee to know that there was a message that transportation is becoming more 
expensive to residents in rural areas. Especially to those individuals on fixed incomes, such as 
Social Security. 

As a Vocational Rehabilitation counselor in Dickinson one of the most recurrent issues we need 
to deal with is transportation to and from work. There arc some work incentives for individuals 
that could assist vvith transportation, but most the time you have to earn so much money to 
benefit from that incentive. For the individual who is reentering employment or making their 
first attempt, they may not earn enough for a month or longer to take advantage of the w,ork 
incentives. In some cases the individual feel they are working for the transportation provider. 

Thank you for your time and consideration in the matter, and thank you for your decision which I 
am sure will be positive for local transportation needs. 

Sincerely 

Maurice W. Hardy; L.S.W. 
Chairperson Dickinson Transportation Board 

Vocational Rehabilitation PO Box 4 25 
117 First Street East Beach, ND 58621 
Dickinson ND 58601 



Services for People 
with Disabilities and 

Disadvantages 

State Office: 
P.O.Box 1206 

Mandan. ND 58554-7206 
(701) 663-6828 

ND Toll Free: 1-800-247-0698 
Fax: (701) 663-6859 

Regional Offices: 

P.O. Box 1801 
Minot. ND 58702-1801 

(70 l ) 838-0669 
(701) 839-4121 

Fax: (701) 838-5998 

P.O.Box 14214 
Grand Forks. ND 58208-4214 

(701) 772-0704 
(701) 772-0351 

Fax: (701) 772-0336 • P.O. Box 9376 
argo. ND 58106-9376 

(701) 237-9908 
(701) 232-1333 

Fax: (701 ) 234-9390 

Agrability 
(701) 234-9390 

ND Toll Free: 1-800-548-1372 

P.O. Box 756 
Jamestown. ND 58402-0756 

(701) 2"1-1446 
Fax: (701) 252-9527 

P.O. Box 361 
Dickinson. ND 58602-0361 

(701) 264-1060 
Fax: (701) 264-1099 

Give Ability 
a Chance 

Easter Seals/Goodwill 
of North Dakota 

January 19, 1999 

Fifty-si:-..1h Legislative 
Assembly of North Dakota 

As a Service Provider who serves people \Vith disabilities, we find that 
transportation is a vital part of their ability to be more independent and also . 
to be a part of their community. To cut funding for transportation will 
inhibit these people from their independence, as they have no other means of 
commuting. They would have to take the Taxi, which some people are 
unable to do as it is too costly or they would ha'l;e to w-?.lk, which some 
people may not be able to do because of health risks, etc. 

I strongly support an increase in transportation funds in our area . 

}~k}~ 
.Yudv Hecker 
Regional Administrator 



January 22, 1999 

To Whom It May Concern, 

We are writing in support of the Elder Care Bus, and the services they provide. Due to 
the wonderful services they provide, we are able to attend appointments, social outings 
and travel to other places we choose. We do not have to rely on family, staff or friends 
to take us places when it is convenient for them. 

With out these services, we will have to depend on others, taking away our 
independence. Many people benefit from Elder Care Services. Quality of life would be 
greatly affected if anything were to happen to the services that are offered to us at this 
time. 

Thank you, for taking the time to read our letter of support. 

Sincerely: 

Ken Schiwal _ ( 

K~ \\ SC):\,·~ lvl \ 
Lorraine Kuntz 

( 0 rrc\ re· K" ·J ;Y:< 
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Hi, I am Jackie Dukart and I use the Elder Care bus to go to work 
and to go home from work. I work at Pizza Hut and I could not 
afford to take the taxi every day. So therefore, I need the Elder 
Care Bus. If I lost Elder Care I \vould have to depend on my dad 
,..vho is 86 years old and he does not ahvays feel ,..vell enough to 
take me to ·work. If I did not have my dad to take me I vvould have 
to quit my job. My job helps me to buy my Elder Care bus tickets, 
pay for my rent & food and other necessities I need that my S SI 
check does not cover. 

Jackie Dukart 
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Chairman Keiser and Members of the Transportation Committee 

For the record, my name is Grant Brown from Dunn Center, Dish-ict 36. It is 
indeed a pleasure to appear before you today requesting your consideration and 
passage of HB 1380. 

HB 13 80 relates to raising the registration fee of vehicles from $ 1. 00 to $2. 00 to 
help fund the growing need of those that depend on the public transpmtation 
system. 

The demands or needs for transpo1tation in our rural frontier counties will 
continue to grow as our population becomes grayer. 

The two largest growing groups of people in the state are the baby boomers and 
the older people (65 or older). Within the group of people ages 65 and older, the 
fastest growing group of people, percentage wise, is the 85 and older group - these 
two bubbles in the population pyramid will continue well into the 21 st centmy. 

Most of the people in these age groups depend upon the transpmtation system to 
attend to their medical needs, shopping, and social functions , and not on family . In 
most cases the kids are no longer in the area. 

The handout prepared by Lucy Kostelesky shows the number of rides provided 
and the miles driven during the last fiscal year. Also included in the handout are 
projections of the increasing needs for rides and miles driven into the year 2003 . 

There are also petitions signed by some of the users of the bus system throughout 
the state attached to the handout. These users consist of elderly, disabled, and low
income people in need of transpmtation to cany out their every day living needs. 

There are several others that will go into more detail of the public transpmtation 
service as it relates to HB 1380. Granted this is a fee increase, but this minimum 
increase will be an overall savings in the long run . This increase would equate to 
the cost of about 3 postage stamps per vehicle. This service will help people stay 
in their own homes longer and out of basic care units or the nursing home. 

I thank you for your time and urge you to pass this impmtant piece of legislation 
for those that are truly in need of h·anspmtation . 



48 programs across North Dakota provide transportation to individuals in order to keep residents 

of the state active, contributing members of the communities in which they live. This is not only 

good for the economy of each area but also adds greatly to one's quality of life. 

From July 1, 1997 to June 30,1998 --1 ,232,749 rides were provided in North Dakota by 48 transit 

providers. 2,946,938 miles were traveled accessing medical appointments, employment, 

education, shopping and social functions . Being able to function independently with the use of 

public transportation and not depend on family and friends for each ride one must have in order to 

be active adds to a richer quality of life for each person involved. Due to assessable 

transportation, no longer does a person in a wheelchair have to feel like a prisoner in their own 

home. No longer does a person on limited income have to stay at home because there is no 

affordable transportation. 

As you can see by the information that I have supplied you, the federal dollars which are available 

for transportation will double in the next five years. Present funds will increase annually until 

that amount is reached in 2003 . In order to access these funds however, it is necessary to match 

them with local funds, dollar for dollar. Without a raise in state aid, which can be used to match 

these federal funds, many programs across the state will be unable to secure these additional funds 

no matter how badly they are needed to help meet the needs of those we serve. At present these 

state aid funds are secured by a $1.00 fee on each license plate. An increase in these fees to $2.00 

per license plate would provide the necessary locl funds with which to access the additional 

federal funds available to our state to help maintain the services all ready in place and help address 

needs that are, at present, not being met due to lack of funds. 

The following information and statistics are specific to each county of Region 8. 

DUNN COUNTY; 

-1540 rides were provided from July 1,1997 to June 30,1998. 

- Purpose of transportation: To access Medical appointments, shopping for clothing as Dunn 

County has no clothing stores, and grocery shopping where there are no grocery stores available 

in that person's home towns. 

Comments received from residents of Dunn County: We support our local stores wherever 

possible as it is very important to keep what services and businesses we have. Transportation on 

the bus is just a must as we have no other means of receiving/accessing dental or major medical 

appointments. Securing medications have also been a problem as we have been without a 

drugstore at times. We have a new owner for the drugstore in Killdeer so it is opened at present. 



GOLDEN VALLEY/BILLINGS COUNTIES: 

-4042 rides were provided from July 1, 1997 to June 30, 1998. 

-Purpose of Transportation: Medical appointments, pick up medications, visit friends and loved 

ones residing in nursing homes i.e. Wibaux Nursing Home. 

Comments received from the area: Since the percentage of the population in these counties over 

60 is quite high the bus is viewed as their lifeline. Without Section 18 and State Aid, they feel , 

they would not survive. 

SOUTHWEST TRANSPORTATION: 

-Letter from Donna Schaff, Director gives a good picture of services and needs for Adams, 

Hettinger, Bowman, and Slope counties. (Included) 

STARK COUNTY: 

-Subsidized transportation has increased from approximately 15,000 rides in 1990 to over 41,600 

in 1997. There continues to be more demand then can be met on almost a daily basis. Included in 

the information you can see that transportation is needed and used to access medical 

appointments, employment, education opportunities, shopping, meals and social events. Many 

served do not have many options for other means of transportation. They cannot do without 

zjfordable, dependable transportation and most have additional needs that are not,at present,being 

met. Most of the unmet needs all relate to a limited amount of resourses on the part of the 

provider with which to provide more than what is now being provided. 



February 3. 1999 

ELDER CARE 
1007 ENTERPRISE AVE. 

P.O. BOX 629 
DICKINSON, ND 58 601 

l-701 - 227-1318 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: 

My name is Lucy Kostele cky. I am the Director of Elder Care and we 
are a multi service provider covering the 8 counties of Region S . 
Special needs transportation for St ark Co unty is one portion of 
those services we p rov ide in the S counties of Region 8 . Forty
eight programs across North Dakota provide transportation to 
individuals in order to keep residents of the state active. 
contributing membe rs of the communities in which the y live . This 
is not only good for the economy of each area but also adds greatly 
to one's qualit y of life. 

From July l. 19 97 to June JO . 1998 -- 1.232,-49 rides were pro vided 
in Nor th Dakota by forty-eight transit providers. 2,94 6 ,GJ S miles 
were trav eled accessing med ical appointments, employment, 
education, shopping and social functions. Being able to function 
independently with the use of public transportation and not depend 
on famil y and friends for each ride one must have in order to be 
active adds to a richer qualit y of life for each person involved. 
Due to accessible transportation. no longer does a person in a 
wheelchair have to fee l like a prisoner i n their own home. No 
longer does a person on limited income have to stay at home because 
there is no affordable transportation. 

As yo u can see by the information that I have supplied yo u. the 
federal dollars which are available for tr ans portation wil l do uble 
in the next five years. Present funds will increase annually u n til 
that amount is reached in 2003 . In order to access these funds 
however . it is necessary to match them with local funds. dollar for 
dollar. Without a raise in state aid. which can be used to match 
these federal funds. many pr ograms across the state wil I be unable 
to secure these additional funds no matter how badly the y are 
nee ded to help meet the needs of those we serve. At present these 
state aid funds are secured by a $1 . 00 fee on each license plate. 
An increase in these fees to $2.00 per license plate would provide 
the nece ssary local funds with which to access the additional 
federal funds available to o u r state to help maintain the services 
already in place and help addre s s needs that are. at present . not 
hein ,£ met due to lack of funds. Prior to becomin .'2 involved with 
transportation provision I · ve alwa vs felt and sci I I feel that food 
addresse s one of our basic needs . Good nutr i tion help s keep no t 



onlv the body but also the mind healthy. But . . . I firmly believe it 
is transportation that adds quality to that life. 

The fol lowing information and s tati st ic s are specific to each 
countv of Region 8. 

DUNN COUNTY: 
- 1 .5 4 0 rides were provided fro m Jul y l. 1997 to June JO. 199S. 

Purpose of transportat io n: to access medical appointments. 
s hopping for clothing as Dunn County has no clothing stores. and 
grocery shopping where th ere are no grocery stores available in 
that person's homet own. 
Co mments received from residents of Dunn County: We s upport our 
local stores wherever possible as it is ve ry import ant to keep wh at 
services and businesses we have. T r ansportation on the bus is just 
a must as we have no other means of receiving/accessing dental or 
major medical appointment s. Securing medications have also been a 
problem as we have bee n without a dr u .2:store at times. We ha v e a 
new owner for the drugstore in Killdeer so it is opened at present. 

GOLDE~ VALLEY/BILLINGS COCNTfES: 
- 4. 042 rides were prov ided from July 1. 199 7 t o June 30, 1998. 

Purpose of transportati o n: medical appointments. pick u p 
med i ca tions, visit friend s and l oved ones residin .£ 1n n urs ing 
homes . i.e. Wib aux Nursin<2 Home. 
Co mment s received form the area : Since the percentage of the 
population in lhese co unties over 60 i :~ quite hi .gh the bus is 
viewed as their lifeline. Without Section 18 and State Aid. they 
feel thev would not survive. 

SOUTHWEST TRANSPORTATION: 
- Letter fro m Donna Schaff. Director. gives 
services and need s for Ada ms. Hettinge r . 
counties. (inc lud ed) 

STARK COL1NTY : 

a good 
Bowman, 

picture of 
and Slope 

- Subsidized transportation has increased from approximately 15.000 
rides in 19 90 to over 41. 600 in 1997. There conti nue s to be more 
demand than can be met on almost a daily basis. Included in the 
information you can see that transportation is needed a nd used to 
access medical appoint men ts, employ ment. educa t ion opportunities. 
s hopping . me als. a nd social events. Many served do not have man y 
options for other me ans of transportation. They cannot do without 
affordable . dependable transportation and most ha ve additional 
need s tha t are not, at pre sent. being met. Most of the unmet need s 
relate to a l i mited amount of resources on the part of the pr ovider 
with which to pro vide more than what is now being provided. 

c:: t;_ • .:. Cf ,,uL,: .. lu 1--
L u c v Kos~elecky. ~ir ector 
Elder Ca re 



11/30/98 

Lucy Kostelecky 
Director, Eldercare 

SOUTHWEST TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
Rt 1 Box 69 

Bowman, ND 58623 

PO Box 629 - 1007 Enterprise Ave. 
Dickinson, ND 58601 

Dear Lucy: 

I've quickly put together some stats for you. I doubt I'll be able to make the 
meeting on the 3rd, since I have meetings Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday which 
I have to prepare for. It's just one of those weeks! 

These figures are for our last fiscal year, July '97 through June '98, and 
include our entire four-county area of Bowman, Slope, Hettinger and Adams 
counties. 

ELDERLY 
DISABLED 
OTHER 

TOTAL 
IF 1-WAY RIDES 

27,027 
6,414 
1,643 

Medical 
13,167 
4,976 
1,563 

Meals1 
12,180 

708 

Personal2 
1,680 

240 
80 

Other3 

490 

Notes: 1 - Includes delivery of Meals on Wheels 
2 - Includes shopping, making plane or bus connections, beauty 

shop, recreation. The shopping trips include out-of-town, of 
which we had no more than 30 rides. 

3 - Consists primarily of employment or living therapy to ABLE. 

During this period, we served a total of 14,214 riders, and put 90,062 miles 
on our vehicles. Two of our buses have well over 100,000 miles on them, and 
we're keeping our fingers crossed that they'll hold out for a while yet, since 
our biggest concern is finding matching funds to receive grants to replace 
them. 

Hope this helps you out somewhat. I think what I'll do is send something like 
this to Bill Bowman, and ask if he'd be willing to meet with me to discuss 
sam . 

. / 

" .' ,{/'v[~ 
Donna Schaff 
Director 



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION 

TRANSPORTATION EQUITY ACT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY - FEDERAL TRANSIT ACT OF 1998 (Indndes 
T ecbnic:d .Amendments) 

(E.7cludes Ne·~ Sta1t, Bfil. Research, Plamring, Clean Fueh, and Job Access) 

(Incirule? aa'1itimtal Gt"J!DaI Fwul ~-St"'Cti.111. 53338{h)) 

STATEJURBANIZED 
AREA PROGRAM FY 1098 FY 1999 FY 2000 FY 200 I FY 2002 FY 2003 T ot:tl 

Bismarck, ND Urban Formula 503,6JJ 588,JJl 637,J07 686,133 734,811 i83,936 3,933.930 

F~o-Moorllead. ND-MN-- Urban Fomrula 7J8.367 850,719 9Jl,565 99l3J5 i,06l 7J5 i,133.77J s:~a9.473 

Grand Forks. ND-MN Urban Formula 514,5J9 600,960 651,007 700,993 750,7J5 800,914 4,019,117 

Statewide Flderly & PWD 170,598 283,256 J98,799 314,3J.1 329,169 345,357 1,842,103 

N onurbanized 

Statewide Formula 638.7J6 838,7J6 9ll685 986,554 1,060,047 1,134,117 5,570,956 

North Dakota Total 2,655.842 3,161,883 3,4Jl,J64 3,680,3J9 3,938,077 4,198,195 Jl,055,589 

Statewide Flderly & PWD 5l014 5ll89 5l404 5l619 5l833 53,048 315,107 

N onurbanized 
Statewide Formula 63,431 83,J93 90,633 97,974 1os,m l ll638 553,J46 

Northern Marianas Total 115,445 135,482 143,042 150,593 158,105 165,686 868.353 



Elder Care Transportation Stats - 199 7 

Total trips subsidized - 41.601 
Provided by Elder Care - 28,071 
Provided by Queen City Cab Compan y - 13.530 

Elder Care rides which require wheelchair lift - 4 ,969 
Elder Care ambulatory r id es - 23 , 102 
Four buses traveled - 69, 386 miles 
Elderly rides - 16.704 
Rides to persons under 60 - 11.36 7 

Queen City Cab rides which require the wheels~air lift - 8 55 
Queen City Ca b ambulat ory rides - 12 ,67 5 
Elderly rides - 2,330 
Rides to persons under oO - 11.150 

GRAND TOTAL BRE:\~DOWN OF Sl1BSIDIZED RIDES: 

41.601 - Tr~al Trips 
19.034 - Elderly 
35, 7~7 - Ambulatory 

5 , 824 - Wheelchair rides 
22,51 7 - Mentally challenged under 60 

653 - Low-Income persons 



1995 ELDER CARE SUBSIDIZED TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM 

39.795 
19.791 
19,644 

360 
33.717 
6.078 

TOTAL TRIPS 
ELDERLY 
TRIPS FOR MENT~LLY CHALLENGED UNDER 60 
LOW-INCOME PERSONS 
AMBULATORY 
REQUIRE A WHEELCH.-\IR 

Elder Care Transporc~cicr. sc~cs - 19?6 

Total trips subsidized - ~0 .639 
Provided by Elder Care - 26.096 
Provided by Queen City C~o Ccmpany - l+.593 

Elder Care rides which require wheelchair life - ~,735 
Elder Care ambulatory rices - 21,361 
Four buses traveled - 6~.366 miles 
Elderly rides - 15.568 
Rides to persons under 60 - 10.507 

Queen City Cab rides which require the wheelchair life - 1.002 
Queen City Cab ambulatcry rides - 13,591 
Elderly rides - 3,1+0 
Rides tu ~e r sons under 60 - 11 . ~53 

GR.-\:fD TOTAL BRE.l.KDOW:l' OF Sll3SIDIZED RIDES: 

+0.689 - Total Trips 
13.708 - Elderly 
J~.952 - Ambulatory 
5.737 - Wheelchair r:des 

21 , 960 - Mentally cha ll e~ged under 60 
2+3 - Low-Income pe:scns 



1950 

CONGREGATE MEALS: 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: 
CHORE: 
TRA1\IS?ORTATION: 

1991 

CONGREGATE MEALS: 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: 
OUTREACH: 
CHORE: 
TRANSPORTATION: 

1992 

CONGREGATE MEALS: 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: 
OUTREACH: 
CHORE: 
TRANSPORTATION: 

1993 

CONGREGATE MEALS: 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: 
OUTREACH: 
CHORE: 
TRANSPORTATION: 

l ·=.c..1 

CONG?..SG.ATE MEALS: 
HOME DELIVERED MEALS: 
OUTREACH: 
CHORE: 
TRANSPORTATION: 

ELDER CA.RE 
/'!::'.AL STATISTICS 

19'30-19134 

TOTAL 

23,989 
11,357 

942 
lS, 028 

TOTAL 

23,285 
11,763 
1,806 
2,842 

20,811 

TOTAL 

25,456 
12,636 

S,094 
2,372 

34,629 

TOTAL 

27,073 
lS,lSO 
ll,610 
2,992 

38,001 

TCTAL 

29,204 
19,165 
10 ,919 
2.=c6 

::-= , ::0 2 

STAR.!< 

17,177 
7,782 
1,703 
2,842 

20,811 

STARK 

17,882 
9,751 
2,192 
2,372 

34,629 

STARK 

18,796 
11,524 

4,946 
2,992 

38,001 

STAR.!< 

20,659 
16,287 

3,073 
3, 5Ct:. 

39, .sc:; 
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---------~·-------
ELDER CARE SPECIAL NEEDS 

TRANSPORTATION 1998 

RECREATION (6.87°/o -- - ---- EDUCATION (1.25%) 

SHOPPING (18.65%) 

--- MEDICAL (40.98%) 

OTHER (3.69%) ___ / 

EMPLOYMENT (27.53%) MEALS (1.03%) 

---------·--·----··--'-----------·--·--- ------- ----



UV ~l/99 15 :_JO F.-\.l 701 85~ 8-119 
Elder Care 

A petition to the North Dakot& Legislature to support the 
passage of HB 1380, the rai~ing of State Aid for Public 
Tran~portation. 

Name Address City 

01 / 21 / 99 14:28 TX / RX NO.1082 P.001 

1~1.11 

■ 





Services for People 
with Disabilities and 

Disadvantages 

State Office: 
P.O.Box 1206 

Mandan. ND 58554-7206 
(70 l ) 663-6828 

ND Toll Free: 1-800-247-0698 
Fax: (701) 663-6859 

Regional Offices: 

P.O. Box 180 1 
Minot. ND 58702-1801 

(70 l) 838-0669 
(701) 839-4121 

Fax: (70 l) 838-5998 

P.O.Box 14214 
Grand Forks." ND 58208-42 l 4 

(701) 772-0704 
(70 1) 772-0351 

Fax: (701) 772-0336 

P.O. Box 9376 
Fargo. ND 58106-9376 

(70 1) 237-9908 
(70 l) 232-1333 

Fax: (701) 234-9390 

Agrability 
(70 l) 234-9390 

ND Toll Free: l -800-548-1 372 

P.O. Box 756 
Jamestown. ND 58402-0756 

(701) 251 -1446 
Fax: (701) 252-9527 

P.O.Box 361 
Dickinson, ND 58602-036 l 

(701) 264-1060 
Fax: (70 l) 264-1099 

Give Ability 
a Chance 

Easter Seals/Goodwill 
of North Dakota 

January 23 , 1999 

Fifty-sixth Legislative 
Assembly of North Dakota 

I am writing this letter in support of a bill that would 
increase the funding for transportation. 

The Elder Care Transportation in the Dickinson area is a 
great asset to our community. It is very necessary to 
increases the funding that allows programs like it to 
operate in our area . 

Please take a verv close look at the need for additional 
.,/ 

funding . That increase would not only allow Elder Care 
to continue its valuable service, but would show the 
elderly population and people with disabilities that North 
Dakota take its responsibility to them very serious. 

Thank you for you consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Kim Braun 
Assistant Service Coordinator 



janua,uJ,25,1999 

!i)ea,il!uaj, 

9'eo,pt.e in ~on. nad ~ ~ twn6p01dation,. 5fwre au timu 
peo,pt.e ~ to. wait ~ 1 /2 lku«. to. get a wu to. ga to. WOldi, liome, to. tlte 
tUJdmt,, and to. gd ~-

fjfwte i4J timiud, twn6p0Jdatim,, f.o,t adioitie6 tih 'IOUUJ to. duvtd,,, ~' and 
ta ui6it poop&. a t.ot of. WM-6 :I ~ ta '16ft peo,pk ta come and gd me f.o,t· 
tlie6e euad.6. 511at'" a&, 6ut :I would "till~ ta~ a twMpOldatioli 61J6Wti 
tliat will Se tl,e,ie wAa,, :I na.d it. 

:f j :I wait until, a/kt, 5:00 ta ga ta gd a t.oaf. of. 6'read, and mi/A,, :I ~ ta uw 
tlte taa:l and :I 6omdime.6 luw.e to. wait f,o,t, an~ :I fuuJw. 6om.etime6 tlte taa:l 
i4J 6watnpe4 and it i4J conf.wimJ ta 6it at tfte mall OJi g,uu:.e,u/ 6tMe f.o,t QA lku«.. 

We need nw,r.e 6.u66e6 6a we can 6UUJ uukpenda,t and da nw,r.e tliin.g4' in OUf. 

cmnnuuribJ. :I uo1mtt«,,, f.o,t a diu«A dltde, 5Ae {l,u: {lJd 5fvtift Sto.u, and at 
tfte nwt.6UUJ liome, 60 :f n«J. nw,r.e ~pOldation. 60 :f can /id,p ttUJ cmnnuuribJ. 

am,, .Mmtk .N euJUJlv,, 

1330 Sinw 
~on., .N:D 58601 



The 
-Arc 

)Ire Soutfzview 'J[ousing 
J608tfrSt~ <Dic~nson • 225-4378 

)Ire Life quufe / Companion <Program 
580 8tfrStS'E, ([)ic~nson • 227-1831 

)ltJ?DlJ(J) rrfzrijt Sfzop 
140 'W 2ruf St, ([)ic~nson • 225-3293 

<P.O. CBo~.1421 • ([)icfjnson, g./tl) 58602-1421 • 701-264-7828 

January 26. 1999 

To Whom It Ma.y Concern. 

Persons with disabilH:ies can oo and are valuable meinOOrs 0£ each 0£ 
our collllllunities. Many people with difierin.g d.isa.bilib.es must rely on 
the cUITent transportation system to meet the:il' mobility needs. 

These needs include but a.re not linrited to going to training or work 
school and medical appointments. Getting gToceries. seeing friends. 
going to church, the mall or coinID.unity events all need to oo scheduled 
in advance. 

People with disabilities want to oo able to participate in these normal 
daily routines. But m.a.ny om.es because of the current dem.a.nd on the 
transportation systgm. planning QVQn the most silD.ple outing can 
taxing. 

£omgfimes people with disabilities have to wait to oo picked up and 
because 0£ unavoidable delays they Iniss scheduled appointments. 

This IDB.Y mean that you don't see your mental hQalth professional this 
month, or that you don't get your budgeting done. so you can't buy 
gToceries today. It IDB.Y not seem b.ke such an inconvenience to the 
general population. but to people with disabilities that need and have 
routines. these delays ha.ve deva.sta.nng effects on the:il' hves. 

You may make it to the grocery store but you IDB.Y have to wa.it I 
hour (because 0£ understandable delays) to be picked up after you 
have pa.id £or your groceries. We all know what the ND SUllllller heat 
can do to frozen food in a.n hours om.el 

We a.re very fortunate in southwestern North Dakota to have senior 
citizens volunteering over 86.665 hours in the coinID.unity 0£ 



Dickinson during I 998. Many of these volunteers rely on the 
established transportation systein to get thein to their volunteer jobs. 

Having people active in our coininunities is essential for the survival 
of our coininunities. Having transportation is a vita.I coinponent in 
keeping seniors and people with disabilities active in our coininunities. 
The In.B.jority of people in these two populations hve on very limited 
in.coines. They ca.n not afford to bear the expense of a.n in.crease in 
their transportation cost. 

I hope we can continue to provide quality, affordable transportation 
£or people who want to pa.rb.cipate in our comm.unities. People 
responsible for providing service in southwestern ND a.re responsible 
and resourceful. They know how to stretch a d-o-1-1-a-r. But a. dollar 
can only go so f'ar. 

I believe that if funds are not in.creased to Ineet the growing deinan.d 
£or transportation that services to these two popula.tions of people will 
have to be curtailed This Inea.ns that people will not be able to go to 
training. work Inedica.l appointinent. a.nd volunteer. Less In.Oney will 
be spent at the grocery store and InB.11. and Inore Inoney will be needed 
to cover increased einergency Inedica.1 costs. 

I am. £earful that this popula.tion 0£ people will experience in increase 
in depression and isolation. They will feel trapped in their own hoines 
because that can't go where they want to when they want to. It is 

incredible what transportation to people rea.lly Inea.ns. It's not just 
being able to go the grocery store. it InQB.ns being independent and 
hving life to the fullest. 

Respectfully. 
7 

' 

Connie Kathrein 
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-Goo.d-P_eopleBe!f-Advocacy Group 

P.O.Bo~ 1421 
Dickinson, ND 58002 

To: Senate Transportation Committee 

From: Ardeen Belile Brenneise, Advisor 
Good People Self Advocacy Group 
Dickinson, ND 58602 

Committee Members, 

T.alepbone j Jfu?.227-1831 

Good People Self Advocacy Group of Dickinson is made up of people 
with mental retardation. As their Advisor, I work with them to promote 
independence and help them gain a solid knowledge of their rights and 
responsibilities. 

These self advocates strive to live a life of independence and dignity. 
Public transportation is a necessity for them to meet their daily needs. Grocery 
shopping, doctor appointments, going to work, church, and socializing all require 
accessing some form of public transportation. The the majority of self 
advocates are on a very limited budget. 

As it is now, public transportation struggles to meet the needs of the 
people they serve, due to tremendous demand. Therefore, I am urging you to 
pass SB 1380. The monies made available by the passage of this bill must be 
made _available 1o maintain and improve the _ __public transportation in North 
Dakota. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Ardeen Belile Brenneise 
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lune 23, ·1993 

I ride PalaTnmsit quite regulady. Qi Friday Jam, 12, I called to set up my ride to go to &ee my Voe. Rdlab 
Q0WlM'Jor on June 17, The dispddrer first 1Dld me da 1h: amda't bdp me be! ause I didn't Qll a week.in 
~ She asbd me whm I found oat about 1be appcia•nm .t I toklbc:rtbe day before. which woald· 
lllaebeen on die 11. She told mo I ibouldbffll mown a wet iri aaace,batwe c1oll"'talwayslco0wllrat 
farmadwnce. She cid set it upmrme but shewn cfisgassr4 

Laii Sei),a,m# I really ball Plllblews .fritb PmTamit. I bad .. back to ICbooL In Sq,fcmber I was 
-~ ,. , left It ICbooi, latc iJr school 111d claslcs. When I w 1-e I milled tall ml had to 1ake them later beamse 

.j~~- 2 ~ Pan~ Js ll> anrdllllk.. I will be gmng back 10 ICbool ha 1be ftdure and I will need to rely on er •;r;_"-:!'.:':~wa.,_..::;..... .. , '~•p:dt<tlyllm. WeB~,__, 
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June 25, 1998 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Budget Committee on Government Finance 

Deanna Bakken 

Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Chairperson and Committee Members: 

My name is Deanna Bakken. I am from Fargo. I believe that North 
Dakota should provide more state funding for local transportation 
systems. That's why I am writing this letter. 

I am a person with a disability and use the para-transit system as 
my primary way of getting to places I need/want to go as they are 
best able to accommodate my needs. The cost of a one-way ride is 
$1.50 regardless if you purchase their coupon books or pay cash each 
time you ride. 

In other words, the local transportation system provide a much needed 
service to the WHOLE community. The local transportation system con
sist of more than the para-transit service, but I, personally, can't 
give a fair, adequ~te comment because like I said above I primarily 
use para-transit. However, I've heard the fixed routes which is an 
important part of our local transportation system provide a very 
valuable service to people of our community. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully, 

Deanna Bakken 
4311 15th Ave SW #202 
Fargo, ND 58103 
277-3058 



J<'i1 5er-

Senate Transportation Committee 
HB 1380 

January 28, 1999 

chainnan Stendtjem and Fellow Transportation Committee Members: 

My name is Deanna Bakken and I live in Fargo - District 4 t . I strongly support 

House Bill 1380 for a variety of reasons. First, if a person can afford a vehicle - insuring 

it, maintaining it, etc. - an increase of Sl.00 a year to register a vehicle won't break 

anyone while raising a sizable amount of money for public transportation for people with 

disabilities and for people who are elderly. 

Second, I know public transportation is important for everyone. However, when 

"normal" people who rely on public transportation get into a real jam they can call a 

friend for a ride - my point being they have options. People with disabilites very often 

have no other options - for example, you can't just throw an electric wheelchair in a 

trunk of a car. 

I have expressed a couple of my reasons for supporting House Bill l 380. I hope 

this committee will take into consideration the points I bring up when discussing the fate 

of this bill. 

Thank you. 

Deanna Bakken 
4311 15th Ave SW #202 
Fargo, ND 58103 



Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Norm 

Stuhlmiller and I represent AARP. We support this bill because it gives 

some sembalance of mobility to the elderly and disabled of North 

Dakota. 

Please allow me to give you some statistics to show how popular the Public 

Transit program is. The figures I will be using cover the period from July 1, 

1997 through June 30,1998. 

There are a total of 243 vehicles in the 48 transit projects. Vehicles 

number from 56 in the city offaq;o to one vehicle in 19 projects in the state. 

Miles covered in the 48 projects were 3,727,733. The average miles driven 

by each vehicle is 15,340 miles. There were 1,861,158 rides provided. These 

include rides to seek medical help, purchase supplies(groceries,medecine,etc) 

rides to work, rides to visit family or friends . I know a situation where a 

wife uses transit to visit her husband who is in the nursing home. A lady 

living across the street from our house uses transit five days a week to go to 

work. I also know of people who have used transit for a ride to the airport to 

catch a plane. 

On any given day you can find transit buses from out of town at one of the 

malls. I have seen buses from Glen Ullin, Hazen and McLean county. I am 

assuming they transported people from those areas for medical reason, 



shopping or to get supplies that can't be purchased in their home towns. 

As the statistics show,these services are used. For many it is the only 

means of transportation. I urge a "do pass" on this bill and continue to 

give the disabled and the senjor citizens of our state the same opporturuties 

that those of us have that are not dependent on tws service. 

Thank you, and I will try to answer any questions you may have. 



Chairman Stenehjem and Committee Members: March 4. 1999 

My name is Deanna Bakken from District 42, Fargo. I very much support HB 1380. An 
increase of Sia year in registration fees for a vehicle would be a pretty painless way of 
raising a substantial amount of money for the public transportation system for people 
with disabilities and elderly populations. I can only speak for myself in particular people 
with disabilities transportation is essential to our independence. A person with a 
disability often have NO other options. 

I hope you take this into serious consideration. 

Thank you for you time. 

Sincerely, 



Testimony on House Bill 1380 

My name is Allan Peterson from rural Fargo. My home address is 
7009 Horseshoe Bend, Fargo, North Dakota 58104. My home is in state 
legislative District 22 . I have been legally blind for 16 years and 
have little remaining vision other than light perception. My vision 
loss was the result of a progressive degenerative disease of the 
retina of the eye known as retinitis pigmentosa. Presently, there 
are no treatments or surgical techniques that have been developed 
that can restore my sight. It is estimated that about one in every 
4,500 persons are affected by retinitis pigmentosa . 

My vision was good until I was in my mid-30's. I was raised on 
a farm and had driven tractors, trucks as well as my own car . 
Having had the independence of driving, one of the most difficult 
adjustments that I had to make was that of not being able to go 
where and when I chose. Not being able to drive meant I had to rely 
on others to provide transportation or utilize the public 
transportation that might be available. I live six miles from the 
city limits of Fargo. When I moved to my home, I was abTe to drive 
but this is no longer an option. I can access the city public 
transportation system once I am in Fargo. In order to get where I 
must go, I rely on family, friends, city busses and the para 
transit system. 

Family and friends provide me with most of my transportation 
needs but I must arrange my schedule around theirs in order to get 
where I must go. I cannot emphasize this enough, It has been my 
experience that the public transportation system provides those of 
us, who cannot operate our own vehicles, the most opportunity for 
mobility and travel independence. When a ride is provided, you are, 
in a sense, obligated to that person. 

I have utilized both the bus system and the complimentary 
para-transit system in Fargo . Even though there are deficiencies in 
our public transit system in Fargo, I am very appreciative and 
grateful for their existence and service. I utilize the bus system 
whenever possible because I believe it provides me with more 
independence than the para-transit system . With the para-transit 
system, I have to make an appointment a week in advance. A para
transit rider may be able to obtain a ride 48 hours in advance but 
he would be taking a chance that they may be booked up. I do 
utilize the para-transit system when I'm not familiar with the 
location that I'm going to or the location is not readily 
accessible by the bus. 

Although the bus system in Fargo is one of the better systems 
in the region, there are limitations on the service they can 
provide. Some routes have service that is limited to just certain 
times during the day. Some areas of town are not readily accessed 
by the bus . Also, the regular routes stop service after six o'clock 
and there is no service after ten o'clock. These limitations I have 
found require careful planning in order to utilize the busses as my 
mode of getting around town . It is far from the freedom I had when 
I could drive and go when and wherever I thought I needed to go. 

Transportation in our society has been built around a 
highway system and the privately owned car. For us who cannot 
drive, To be independent, we need to access the highway system 
through the availability of an adequate public transportation 
system. 



Testimony for House Bill 1380 page 2 

I am the legislative liaison for North Dakota Association of 
the Blind during this legislative session. During our 1998 North 
Dakota Association of the Blind state convention assembled in 
Fargo, we adopted a resolution in support of legislation that would 
increase and promote the availability and use of public 
transportation in our state. It has been a universal experience 
among our members that their most urgent and often consuming 
problem is that of accessing transportation. 

A 1997 demographic study done by researchers at North Dakota 
State University found that there were 9,606 non-institutionalized 
persons over the age of 55 with permanent vision loss in North 
Dakota. The vision loss that they experienced could not be 
corrected with corrective lenses or through other medical 
procedures. This number does not include the population of persons 
under the age of 55 with severe vision loss. We do feel that these 
numbers illustrate that there is a significant population of people 
with limited or no vision in North Dakota that would greatly 
benefit from increased access to available public transportation. 

As you are aware, North Dakota is a rural state ·wtth a limited 
availability to public transportation. Outside the larger urban 
centers, there is even less availability to public transportation. 
North Dakota has invested comparatively little in the way of 
resources on developing and maintaining transportation systems like 
busses and rail systems that could be used by people who cannot 
drive their own vehicles. 

Comparing the cities of Fargo and Moorhead as to the amount of 
state appropriated money invested in public transportation 
illustrates North Dakota's lack of investment in public 
transportation. Moorhead with a population base of approximately 
35,000 receives a state appropriation from Minnesota of $300, 00_ for 
its bus and paratransit system. By comparison, Fargo w_ith a 
population base of around 100,000 receives a state appropriatiqn of 
$55,000 of which it shares approximately $12,000 with the :-S.~nior 
Commission for service in the city and rural parts of Cass county. 

Approximately one percent of the traffic within the city of 
Fargo results from the operation of city bus and paratransit 
vehicles. The percentage of persons who are unable to drive is no 
doubt considerably more than a single percent. 

We believe that people who are in positions of authority to 
influence the transportation needs of ALL citizens regardless of 
the ability to drive do have an obligation to address access to 
alternative modes of transportation so that everyone can 
participate fully in our society. We believe that on a state level 
that the legislature and the governor have an obligation to work 
together to support the implementation of wherever possible, public 
transportation systems that are funded either with public money or 
some combination of public money with other sources of financing. 



I moved to Fargo about a year ago from a town in Minnesota that 
had no transit system. This meant that I had to rely on my own 
means of getting around. I would use my wheelchair and my car to 
get to and from work. Some days I would have to take my electric 
wheelchair to get to work. Sometimes I had put my life in jepordy 
because it was 10 to 20 below outside and the car wouldn't start 
and I would drive the chair to work. It was a 3 mile trip one way 
by the time I would get to work I would be chilled to the bone. 
I was so dedicated to my job I would do anything to make sure I 
didn't lose it. Sometimes I would brave the elements to get food 
do laundry or do other errands I needed to do. 
When I started looking for a new place to live Ilooked for a place 
that had a public transit system that was accessi~le to the disabled 
of the community. I looked into the transtt system in Fargo and 
found that it meant most of my needs. 

The need for an accessible transit system is important because for 
many people with disabilities it is the only means of transportation 
they have. 
They rely on the transit system to do many of the essentle functions 
of daily life • 

. ..Needs such as; getting to work, shopping for food and clothes, attending 
,m~~tings, school, medical apointments and other needs they may have. 

~ :-i:, ~~ 

J?J~~se allow us to keep the funds and have funds to make impro~.&~ftts 
-~ ·~ system that is so vi tally needed so we can remain an active 
,part of the community. 

Respectfully, 

Todd Lammers 
3219 18th St. south Apt. #105 
Fargo, ND 58104 
(701) 271-0309 

Todd Lammers 



I 
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Testimony for the Transportation Committee Hearing 

I am Allan Peterson from Fargo. My home address is 7009 
Horseshoe Bend, Fargo, ND 58104. I am blind and have been "legally 
blind" for approximately 15 years. I lost my sight as a result of 
a progressive degenerative disease that affected the retina of both 
eyes. I have little remaining sight other than light perception. My 
eye disease is known as retinitis pigmentosa which affects 
approximately one in every 7,500 people in the population. 

As a result of my disability, I am "transportationally 
challenged" whenever I leave my home to get where I need to go. I 
cannot utilize the highway system through the normal system of 
purchase, maintenance and use of my own car. I live about six 
miles from the city limits of Fargo. When I moved to my home, I was 
able to drive but this is no longer an option. I can access the 
city public transportation system once I am in Fargo. In order to 
get where I must go, I rely on family, friends, city busses and the 
para-transit system to accomplish my needs for transportation. 

Family and friends provide me with most of my transportation 
needs but I must arrange my schedule around theirs in order to get 
where I must go. I cannot emphasize this enough, It has been my 
experience that the public transportation system provides those of 
us, who cannot operate our own vehicles, the most opportunity for 
mobility and travel independence. When a ride is provided, you are, 
in a sense, obligated to that person because they are providing a 
favor and they have the option of granting it or rejecting your 
request for assistance. 

I have utilized both the bus system and the para-transit 
system in Fargo. Even though there are deficiencies in our public 
transit system in Fargo, I am very appreciative and grateful for 
their existence and service. I utilize the bus system whenever 
possible because I believe it provides me with more independence 
than the para-transit system. With the para-transit system, I have 
to make an appointment a week in advance. A para-transit rider may 
be able to obtain a ride 48 or 24 hours in advance but he would be 
taking a chance that they may be booked up. I do utilize the para
transit system when I'm not familiar with the location that I'm 
going to or the location is not readily accessible by the bus. 

Although the bus system in Fargo is one of the better systems 
in the region, there are limitations on the service they can 
provide. Some routes have service that is limited to just certain 
times during the day. Some areas of town are not readily accessed 
by the bus. Also, the regular routes stop service after six o'clock 
and there is no service after ten o'clock. These limitations I have 
found require careful planning in order to utilize the busses as my 
mode of getting around town. It is far from the freedom I had when 
I could drive and go when and wherever I thought I needed to go. 

Our present-day society has been built around a transportation 
system that is based principally on the highway system and the 
privately owned car. For us who cannot drive, To be independent, we 
need to access the highway system through use of an effective 
public transportation system. 
Prepared by: Allan Peterson, 7009 Horseshoe Bend, Fargo, ND 58104 
Phone: 701-282-4644. 



NORTH DAKOTA ASSOCIATION OF THE BLIND 

Resolution and Fact Sheet on Transportation 

The following resolution was adopted during our recent North 
Dakota Association of the Blind State Convention regarding 
transportation: 
Whereas, the society in which we live is designed and is very 
dependent on private and public transportation for all aspects of 
life whether it be employment, entertainment or commerce and 
Whereas, the blind and visually impaired and many other disability 
groups are very dependent on public transportation and 
Whereas, public transportation provides the blind and other 
disability groups much in the way of fulfilling a level of 
independence in their lives and 
Whereas, access to modes of public transportation in North Dakota 
is limited due to the large rural characteristics of the state and 
a lack of population density limits the amount of assistance 
received from private and public sources for public transportation 
Therefore, be it resolved that the North Dakota Association of the 
Blind in Convention assembled here on Sunday, June 14th, 1998 do 
urge the 1999 North Dakota Legislature to allocate funds to larger 
urban centers in the state for the purpose of supporting public 
transportation and also we urge the legislature to promote and fund 
private - public transportation systems throughout the state. We 
call upon city officials in the larger urban centers like Bismarck, 
Grand Forks, Fargo, Minot and Williston to seek funding and promote 
the use of public transportation by all citizens because of its 
critical role in providing transportation for people who have 
disabilities. 

It has been the experience of several of our members that one 
of their most urgent and of ten consuming problems is that of 
transportation. Our society has been developed around the highways 
and roads that are used principally by privately owned vehicles. 
Our country and state have invested comparatively little in the way 
of resources on developing and maintaining transportation systems 
like busses and rail systems that could be used by people who 
cannot drive their own vehicles. 

We believe that people who are in positions of authority to 
influence the transportation needs of ALL citizens regardless of 
the ability to drive do have some obligation to address access to 
alterative modes of transportation so that everyone can participate 
fully in our society. We believe that on a state level that the 
legislature and the governor have an obligation to work together to 
implement, wherever possible, public transportation systems that 
are funded either with public money or some combination of private
public money. 

We believe the spirit of Title 2 of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act that deals with transportation speaks to 
developing and making accessible modes of public transportation so 
that no person is left behind and all are afforded the right to 
pursue a full and productive life! 
Prepared by: Allan Peterson, 7009 Horseshoe Bend, Fargo, ND 58104 
Phone: 701-282-4644 
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MERCY RIDER PROGRAM 

Mercy Rider is a program sponsored by Mercy Medical Center which was developed to provide 
transportation services to persons living in Williston and the immediate area who are experiencing 
difficulty in obtaining transportation for their essential living needs. 

The Mercy Rider Program is made possible through the assistance of the staffs at several local 
service agencies including Williams County Social Services, Family Crisis Shelter, Upper Missouri 
District Health Unit, Northwest Human Service Center, The Kensington, Heritage Center, and 
Williams County Veterans Office. 

Those persons needing rides must receive an authorized ticket which may be purchased for 
a fee of $1.00 at one of the participating agencies mentioned above. 

The steps for receiving services through the Mercy Rider Program are: 

1. You need to qualify through one of the agency programs. 

2. You need to request a ticket from your case worker, nurse or counselor. 

3. You are then eligible to purchase a ticket for a one way ride for $1.00. (Age 12 and _ 
, under can ride with an adult when going to the same destination. Individuals age 60 and 
·,. over must use the Williston Basin Transportation Van whenever possible. Please call 
. 572-675~ for reservations.) · , 

. , "'. . . . ., , ~-, ~/ 
• • ~- • • , I,;; _.;. J ' • I < ; .. ~ 

4. __ ,. o;,ice·you have a Mercy Rider ticket, you can call Basin Cab (572-1957) 15 minutes ,.# 

-· - before you need to be at your destination, or 1 hour ahead, if you need the wheelchair lift 
' .. ' ., ~ . _. . ·,~ .. :... ·•.·'.: ·--~~-'' 

5. 

6. 

van.. . r .,._. ~ • ~ ,..c-:: .. ~,:. 
,;;._-J ... , .. ~ .• -• .• :~. 

. . y OU must write your destination on the ~pace provided on your ticket if it was n~t filled . 
. in by agency staff. Give your ticket to the cab driver at the time of pick-up, one ticket for , 

each ride. (No money _is given to the cab driver.) 
' -~ ~:. ·'t '... \;. 

Rides can be provided only to the destinaiion writt,en on the ticket. 

7. At the end of each month, Basin Cab Company will send all tickets used for_ rides to 
Mercy Medical Center who will pay the additional fare to Basin Cab from grant money 
and donations set aside for this project. 

_.,.. 

If you desire further information, call Joanne Njos, Mercy Medi.cal Center: 774-7467 . 
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Medical Center 

Randy Scott 
Transportation Issues 
Mercy Rider 

.June 17, 1998 

1. When did Mercy Rider start? 
July I, 1990 

2. How many agencies are involved? 
16 agencies are involved including: Social Services, Northwest Human Service Center, Mercy 
Medical Center, Kensington, Heritage Center, Upper Missouri Health Unit, & Opportunity 
Foundation . 

3. How does the program work? 
(See attached green sheet) 

4. What state and federal funds are involved? 
ND State Aid for Public Transit & Federal Funds - Section 18 Rural Transit Assistance Program. 

5. What are the tickets used for? 
Essential living needs . 

A ,J,inl nf i11nnvalwn, " 1Lw1cy of rn,,._ 
lJ0 I 151h Avenue West Williston, ND 51!130 1 P 701.774.7400 



• Williston Mercy Rider Program 

Number or one-way rides given during the year July I. 1996-.lunc 30. 1997. 

People who are 60 years of age and older 553 
People who have disabilities 1562 
Others 3304 
Total 5419 

• 

• 
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June 19, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: Karen Helberg 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

I am Karen Helberg and I live in Williston where I have lived all my life. I have been a 
consumer of mental health services since December of 1989. I have lived in a transitional 
living group home and have also attended the Partial Care Program through Northwest 
Human Service Center in Williston. For the past seven and a half years I have lived in 
my own apartment and have been employed as a Psychosocial Aide at the Drop-In center. 
I work 20-25 hours per week. I do not drive a car. 

I depend on the local cab company to drive me around Williston to take care of my 
business. I use cab tickets that I get through Williams County Social Services and North 
Dakota Association for the Disabled (NDAD). I get ten tickets from social services each 
month and I pay one dollar for each. The tickets from NDAD I get at no cost. These 
tickets allow me 16 one way rides per month. I am grateful for these services. Cab 
service is the only public transportation in Williston. Without this I would have to walk 
or find someone to give me a ride. 

In the past I have also taken the senior citizen's van to get to work, however, it only 
operates from 9 to 3. 

Ifl or any of my friends who don't drive ever want to go out of town for medical 
appointments, family reunions or just to shop and have fun, it is difficult. There is no bus 
service out of Williston. The plane is too expensive and while the train cost is "cheap", it 
is not "cheap" for the people who don't have much money. 

I think it is very important for anybody who doesn't drive to be able to get out in the 
community and socialize. Transportation is important for everybody whether you have a 
disability or not. 

Respectfully, 

/)~-VY1 ~W/h !ld b.M1' 
Karen Helberg 
624 1st A venue E #3 
Williston ND 58801 
774-0624 



June 24, 1998 

NORTHWEST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER 
316 Second Avenue West 

Post Office Box 1 266 

WILLISTON, NORTH DAKOTA 58802-1266 
Phone (701) 774-4600 FAX (701) 774-4620 

ND Toll Free 1-800-231-7724 

PO Box 669 
Watford City, ND 58854 
Phone (701) 842-2701 

OUTREACH OFFICES 
602 North Main #1 
Crosby, ND 58730 
Phone (701) 965-6025 

~--<~ 
~ ..... --~ ___ ... ______ _ 

O(flRT\OUfT Of i.JIIAN Slll'ICU . 

Carol K. Olson, Executive Director 
Department of Human Services 

State Capitol , Bismarck, ND 58505 

The Budget Committee on Government Finance 
From Mental Health Consumers of Northwest 
North Dakota 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

We are a group of mental health consumers all living in Williston, North Dakota. We believe the funding 
for local transportation systems is not adequate in North Dakota. We have written you some examples 
of why we feel it is not adequate. 

. ancy Gilbertson 

James Mann 

Alice Iverson 

Jason Ginther 

"Sirs: Transportation issues are alive and well in Williston. I have a car and people 
often ask me for rides to the stores and to the doctors. I charge cheap rates but it 
does not cover the cost of car insurance and maintenance. I urge you, therefore, to 
allocate funds for Williston' s transportation problems. Thank you." 

"My name is James Mann and I believe Williston is in deep need of more transportation 
assistance. We are in need of extra funding for it is hard for many of us, including 
myself, to get around town. Thank you for your time. I would appreciate any help 
you can give us in this area." 

"I have a problem getting to my doctor appointments. I have had to cancel doctor 
appointments before because I can't find a ride. When I do have a doctor 
appointment, I have to make another appointment with my casemanager to make sure 
she can give me a ride at the same time the doctor can see me. I never have enough 
money left over after paying bills to buy cab tickets for transportation in town and I 
cannot use those cab tickets, if I can buy them, to go visit any friends or family 
because there is no transportation to get there in the evenings." 

"I have to depend on other people to give me rides for groceries and laundry. I ride my 
bike in the summer to get to Northwest Human Service Center; in the winter, it is too 
cold." 

. ren Hendrickson "I can't go to see friends, see movies or out for a meal. I can't afford a taxi." 

Melissa Peters "Apartments that are affordable are on the outside of town. There is. no transportation 
to get to laundry, groceries, medical appointments or to visit with friends. The last 
apartment I lived in I had to walk down an unlit road to pick up my groceries." 



Anonymous 

Darla Quail 

Clarine 
Oshkesheguoam 

"I can't get to the movies. I live far away from the center and I have to walk there. 
One day I had to walk in a blizzard to get my medication." 

"I have to ask my parents for a ride to the grocery store for medications. Taxis are 
unaffordable with my income." 

"I have a car that I own but people refuse to help me pay for the gas for rides. The 
car has gotten damaged by some people when they have been careless when I have 
given them rides." 

"I don't have any transportation and I can't afford any." 

Thank you for your time and your consideration of our comments. We truly hope you will consider 
carefully our need for a small public transit system in our area. 

Respectfully, 

• /;)O 4-M Sf LJ. 
Address Wrl fcsfoN 

900 E td9, /2 lq &d /)r; i£:/:l'i 
Address 01 '/ It 5-ro,U 

Jam-Js Mann 

Address ?()1 I /1 s-fo ;.J 

Darla Quail 

Alice Iverson 

i <Jo I ¥ ~'1 ,'J-ue..,& . # 1 p.-C/ 
Address t<)1 I/, .s fo,v 

Melissa Peters 

{Jo L-/st w 
Address U), I Ir '5fo{J 
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June 24, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: Dean Horob 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

My name is De~m Horob and I live in Williston where I was born in 1950. I have become 
physically disabled because of a bad vehicle accident which happened in April of 1997. 
The accident happened when I had a se izure when I was driving my car. My license was 
taken away because of the seizure. 

I have been living in nursing homes since my accident took place. The nursing homes 
have been able to take me to the hospital and therapy sessions. I will be moving into an 
apartment complex in four weeks and I will have to find another means of transportation. 

In the future I plan to be employed and I have no idea how I will get to work. I can do my 
own shopping in the community but, I have no way to get out in the community. The 
only public transportation system in Williston is the cab service and for me right now that 
. . 
1s expensive . 

Not being able to drive was difficult to accept. Getting out in the community is very 
important to me. 

~~:~!~~ 
Dean Horob 
Box 981 
Williston ND 58802-0981 
572-0861 
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June 24, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: Jamie Rodahl 

RE: Local Transportation Funding-SCR 4019 

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

I am Jamie Rodahl of Williston, ND. I have been a veteran of the Norwest Human Service 
Center services for just over 10 years. 10 years tracing back to a closed head injury I received 
after being in a head on collision. 

This head injury I so received gave me the tremulous burdens of epileptic seizures. To go with 
that I have bipolar schizophrenia. Which I have had for some time as well. 

To deal with these two burdens of my everyday live , I am on three medications that as with most 
all medications have recessive traits. Thus making me drowsy at times. I get seizures more 
frequently now than I once did. As you may already know, having this sickness in my everyday 
life abides my driving privileges. Hense, I must rely on others for my transportative motives . 

All across the nation there are people just like me who have mental illnesses and physical 
handicaps. I do not have driving privileges, that is minor in comparison to those whom are 
paralyzed or even blind. Please devote your inner spirit unto these such persons. 

Jamie Rodahl 



TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
REGARDING HOUSE BILL 1 380 

JANUARY 28, 1999 

Chainnan Keiser, members of the Committee. I am Raylynn Hapip, Executive Director of 

People First of North Dakota. I am here today to provide you information regarding the need 

for adequate funding for transit systems across the state. 

The Fifty-fifth Legislative Assembly directed the Legislative Council to study the adequacy of 

transportation funding in North Dakota. When the majority of people hear, "transportation 

funding," they immediately think of the funding necessary to maintain our streets and 

highways, unless, of course, you are one who has a need for accessible transportation. 

Many people across the state, who require accessible transportation, have expressed the drastic 

need for additional funding for public transit systems. Two essential components of this need 

include increased hours of operation and prevention of increased fare costs. The hope of 

transit systems actually receiving additional funds has been kept alive through the introduction 

of House Bill 1 380. 

Many of the people with disabilities living in the state of North Dakota do not have the liberty 

of using their own vehicle, but instead must rely on a public transit system to get them to work 

... to buy groceries ... to attend church . . . literally to provide access to all activity within 

the community in which they live. If the community has a limited transit system, then the 

person needing accessible transportation has limited opportunities to participate in daily 

activities many take for granted. For example, ... 

An excellent job opportunity has come your way working from 3:00 to 11 :00 pm; however, 

the transit system hours end at 5:00 pm. 

NO TRANSPORTATION, NO JOB! 

You have been asked to serve on a local board, but the board meets in the evening and the 

transit system does not run past 6:00 pm on that night. 

1 



NO TRANSPORTATION, NO BOARD APPOINTMENT! 

You would like to attend your local church on Sunday, but your transit system doesn 't run on 

the weekend. 

NO TRANSPORTATION, NO ATTENDING CHURCH! 

You are baking a birthday cake for your daughter and have just run out of milk, but you must 

give 24-hour notice to get a ride. 

NO TRANSPORTATION, NO BIRTHDAY CAKE! 

I'm sure you get the picture! 

The packet provided includes information and 71 testimonies provided to the Interim 

Committee that studied the adequacy of transportation funding in North Dakota. Even though 

the letters are addressed to this Interim Committee, the message remains the same ... 

additional transit funding is necessary in North Dakota communities to adequately provide 

transportation services to those who need accessible transportation, namely people with 

disabilities and the elderly. I also have a copy of a petition that contains 280 names of 

individuals in the Minot area who are in support of increasing the state aid fund for 

transportation, which I will provide to the Committee Clerk. 

I would appreciate your support of HB 1380. Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully, 

Raylynn Hapip 

2 
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SENA TE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 
REGARDING HOUSE BILL 1380 

MARCH 4, 1999 

Chainnan Stenehjem and Members of the Committee, I am Raylynn Hapip, Executive 

Director of People First of North Dakota. People First is a statewide organization working 

to enhance the quality of life for people with disabilities. Many bills that you are making 

decisions on throughout this session affect the lives of people with disabilities. HB 1380 is 

one such bill. 

Many hearings are filled to capacity with people wanting to either oppose or support the 

bill at hand. No one tries to discourage citizens from attending, in fact, attending is 

encouraged by those wanting you to vote their way. However, I was told "do not stack the 

room with a bunch of wheelchairs. Sometimes that can upset the legislators and work 

against you." People First believes in seeing the_ person first, the disability second. When I 

look around this room, I don't see a "bunch of wheelchairs," I see numerous people 

attending a hearing about a bill that could positively affect their lives. I hope that today, 

you see the same. 

I am here today to provide you infonnation regarding the need for adequate funding for 

transit systems across the state. 

The Fifty-fifth legislative Assembly directed the legislative Council to study the adequacy 

of transportation funding in North Dakota. When the majority of people hear, 

"transportation funding," they immediately think of the funding necessary to maintain our 

streets and highways, unless, of course, you are one who has a need for accessible 

transpcrti tion. 

Many people across the state, who require accessible transportation, have expressed the 

drastic need for additional funding for public transit systems. Two essential components of 

this need include increased hours of operation and prevention of increased fare costs. The 

1 
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hope of transit systems actually recdvk,6 3dclt!cir l funds has been kept alive through the 

introduction of House Bill 1380. 

Many of the people with d'sabilities living in the state of North Dakota do not have the 

liberty of using their own vehicle, but instead must rely on a public transit system to get 

them to work ... to buy groceries ... to attend church . . . literally to provide access to 

all activity within the community in which they live. If the community has a limited transit 

system, then the person needing accessible transportation has limited opportunities to 

participate in daily activities many take for granted. In many communities ... 

f/ EVENING JOBS ARE OUT OF THE QUESTION! 

f/ CHURCH SERVICES ON SUNDAY ARE OUT OF THE QUESTION! 

The packet provided includes 71 testimonies given to the Interim Committee that studied 

the adequacy of transportation funding in North Dakota. Even though the letters are 

addressed to this Interim Committee, the message remains the same ... additional transit 

funding is necessary in North Dakota communities to adequately provide transportation 

s·~r .r1ces t<> t}1 ose who need accessible transportation, namely people with disabilities and the 

elderly. 

I believe it is essential to the future of this fund, that it be protected by a specific law 

providing a direct source of funding rather than becoming a line item of a department 

budget subject to cuts. The risk is too great fer people with disabilities who depend 

entirely on this system for transportation. Please consider this when you make your final 

decision regarding HB 1380. Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully, 

Raylynn Hapip 

2 





June 23, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 

From: David & Peggy 
1000 2nd. Street SE 
Minot ND 58701 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman, Committee Members: 

Our names are David and Peggy Johnson. We both have disabilities and live on a limited budget. 
We live in Minot and use the Commission on Aging bus sernce when it is available. However, it 
only runs from 7:30 am to 4:30 pm and it does not run on weekends. 

Not only is this inconvenient, but it makes some activities impoS&ole. We have tried the local cab 
sernce. We have fowid them rude and inconsiderate at best. They have at times refused to put 
Peggy's wheel chair in the cab and have insulted us when we have asked for assistance. The cost 
of the cab is much to expensive for our limited budget and I feel like I am putting a burden on 
other people in the community when I ask for rides. 

We are members of the Coalition for Available Assessable Transportation in 1',tinot This 
organiution has tried to find fimding for additional transportation but we have not succeeded as 
yet. We have done a survey in Minot and fowid that the lack of transportation is one reason many 
people 'With msabilities can not be employed. 

I ask that you look at funding towns such as Minot to extend the hours of public transportation. 
Thank you for your consideration. 

~ 
David Johnson 

Peggy Johnson 



June 23, 1998 

To: Budget Committee On Government Finance 

From: Shirley Brennen 
1425 31st Ave SW 
Minot, ND 58701 

RE: Local Transportation Funding - SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman, Committee Members: 

My name is Shirley. I am in a Wheelchair and need door to door service, so I must ride 
the Commission On Aging because they have a ramp. However it only runs between 
7:45 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. 

I work twenty hours a week, and the bus is usually late because of so many people 
requesting ridership. Minot needs more funding so we can have service after 4:30 P.M. 
and on weekends. 

On the weekend I am forced to take a Taxi cab if I want to go some where. I also have 
a working dog. Cabs are very expensive and some of the drivers are real rude to both 
me and my dog. I have been told by drivers that they hate people who expect them to 
lift the wheelchair and their dogs for nothing. 

I would like to do my shopping on the weekend and maybe go to a movie. I would also 
like to be able to go church on Sunday and maybe out to eat but I cannot because of 
the lack of transportation. 

I ask that you look at funding towns like Minot to extend the hours of public 
transportation. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Respectfully, 

_g~@, 
Shirley Brennen ~ 



June 24, 1998 

To: Budget Committee on Government Finance 
From: Linda Benson 

RE : Local Transportation Funding SCR 4019 

Mr. Chaimian and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Linda Henson. and I am from Minot, North Dakota. I believe that 
the funding for local transportation systems in Nonh Dakota is sadly 
inadequate in North Oakota. That is why I am writing to you. 

My cerebral palsy is mild, and consequently, 1 am able to drive an 
automatic car. This enables me to enjoy employment as the Student Loan 
Officer at Minot State University, to participate in social activities. and 
to work in co111munity service projects and organizations. Many people wi th 
disabilities arc not tl1is fortunate. 

In Minot, the Minot Commission on Aging possesses a small bus wirh a 
wheelchair lift. This bus provides public transportation to people with 
disabilities. bm requests for service must be made 24 hours in advance. 
Fu11hcrmore, the service is only available from 7:30 am to 4:30 pm, Monday 
through Friday. These restraints greatly hinder the employment and social 
opportunities for people with disabilities. Another transportation 
option available is to utilize taxicabs. This, however, can be extremely 
costly. and often people with disabilities posses limited incomes. 

Adequate runding for local transpo11ation can greatly increase the 
opportunities for persons with disabilities to Jive fulfilling, independent 
lives. Thank you for your time an<l consideration or this 111atter. 

Sincerely, 

Linda Benson 
406 9th Avenue NE 
Minot, ND 58703 



Wednesday, June 24th, 1998 

TO: Budget Committee on Government Finance 
From: Lynne Krumm 

RE : Local Transportation Funding SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commiltei::: 

My na1m: is Lynne Kn1mm . I am from Minot. 
I am writing this 1oday as [ believe that the local transportation systems 

in North Dakota does not receive adequate funding . 

The public transportation system here in Minot is very minimal. l often 
find myself getting rides from my spouse or occasionally from friends. l 
would like to be able to go groce1y shopping, to the denlisl, the doctor's. 
fieldtrips with the homcschool group without having my husband take time 
off of work to drive me to those places. I am not always able to make the 
arrangements, as his schedule doesn't allow for it. When he is out of 
town, a trip to the clinic after-hours is out of the question. Asking for 
an occasional ride every now and then from a friend is fine, but all the 
time? The lack ofreliable, and affordable transporta.tion only promotes 
dependency. Most of us who don't drive for one reason or another want 
independence. l fa person wanted lo go to .:m evening play at MSU. the 
person had better have plenty of money for a cab, for the public 
transpo1tation shuts down before supper and on weekends. Can lhe lack of 
independence affect the quality oflife? You bet. Help improve the 
quality of life, promote independence. 

Thank you for your time and please consider promoting independence and n 
better quality of life in North Dakota. 

Respectfully, 

Lynne Kromm 
104 24th SL SW 
Minot, N.D. 58701 



June 24, 1998 

TO: Budget Committee on Government Finance 
From: copy of letter to editor hy Joan D. Fitzgerald 

RE: Local Transportation Funding SCR 4019 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee : 

My name is Lynn\:: Krumm. lam fro1n Minot. 
I have already given my testimony, but deemed the following excerpts from a. 
letter ,o the editor of the Minot Daily News worthy of your time. 

Tuesday, October 21. 1997 
"Magic City challenging for the challenged" 
''The Magic City of Minot is a gigantic challenge to people who are 
physically challenged. 
As I am a woman who is physically challenged every day in my life and who 
n~eds transportation to go anywhere, especially during the winter months. l 
rely on public transportation and vans that have lifts or ramps. 
The people who work for public transportation get weekends off. Why docs 
public transportation in Minor have weekends off and only run until 4:30 
p.m.? Did they do a survey on the needs of people in Minot? Why <lees 
public transportation only \vork office hours? 
In Bismarck. Mandan, and Jamestown where I lived before, rhe people who 
work for public transportation take tu.ms driving public transportation on 
weekends, taking people to church, shopping, and a variety of other 
activities that they need or want to go. 
On Sundays I want to go to Bread of Life Lutheran Church. Getting to 
church is very important to me. 
A little over a month ago. I moved to Minot and then fou.nd out what a 
challenge it is getting to church on Sunday mornings." 
"\1/hen will public transportation start running on weekends'? How many 
people have raised these issues? I hope these issues will be solved in the 
very near future.'' 
-Joan D. Fitzgerald 
Minot 
(Minot Daily News, Tuesday, October 21, 1997) 



From: Sonj:.i Enger 

RE: Local Transportation funding SCR 4019 

Mr . Chainnan and Members of the Committee: 

My name is Sonja Enger. lam from Minot ND. l .im v.riting today to stress the need for adequate funding for 
local transportation systc.:ms in North Dakl,ta. 

The public uansp1"lrtarion sy:;tem in Minot is minimal for ail individuals <lep~nd(;;nt on it. lh1;; hours "ri.; vc.:ry 
restricting to a perso11 wanting to seek employment. m.iintaining employment. getting to Dr. ·$ app1)intments, 
business appointments. purchasin~ i,rrocerie.s and not to mi.:ntion some type of recreati1°lnal entertainment. These 
individuals do not even have the opportunity to ilttend a pluce of worship on Sunday mornings . No11h Dakota 
pi"ides itself as being the hea11 of America. dedic;ited. loyal. good, hard working pc!ople wii:h :;trong religious 
beliefs. I myself believe this to be true. but the sad irony i~ thnt all of our citizen:; are nor given the same 
oppo11unicy . North Oakota is also known for taking i.:.irc of thy neighbor. It has been seen over and over in the
rural communities whcr.;; tb1;; fanm:r was hospitali;.;:i.:d and al l the n<.:ighbon- c.ime together to put his crop in 
knowing that his family ,1.-ould have no source of income without iL. Thc:se rn.:ii;hbors did Lhis while their 1,wn 
crop::; wl!rc n1)t rnmpletdy planted. In this aspect I take gre:ir pride in oLu· statt . I believe that the pc!ople of Nonh 
Dakota a,·e like that and they would want otbi::rs to hav1.: 1h1,; ~amt: opportunity to work. worship and lead their liv<,;s 
independently. The issui: of hick of funding for loca l trar-.sportation is a c<mci.:pt that is not cbariJcli.:ri~tic lll what 
North Dakota p;;;opk arc about. I have included a schedule of the hour:- Minor ha$ to nffrr the individuals needing 
to use public transportation . 

City .Bus: Thi.: ci1y bus wh ich is not equipped with a lift and rnn:; Monday - Saturday with summer hours sta11ing at 
9 :00~m and ending at 4 :30 pm. Wintc!r hours scan at 7:00mn and end by 4:30pm . Dependent on the persons 
dcstir,ation there are also restrictions within the schedule l have stated. As you can see no possible employment 
for individuals needing to use our city bu.s. 

Commission on A;ing l:3us: This bus i:- equipped with a lift and has thri.:i.: sp1.1ts for individuals using a wheelcha ir. 
Th.is bus run~ Monday. !="nday hctween the hours of 7:30am to 4:30pm. The! individual needing a ride must make 
a r\!servation hy 2:00pm the day bc!fore . If an individual need to use the bus on Monday the reservation must be 
made before 2:00pm on Friday. As you can see then: is 110 room for spontaneity in these individuals lives. On(;; 
mo,·e a$pect about thi:; bus is the fact that individuals ari.: not allowed to bring more grocery bags on the bus tht:n 
they can carry. Which for the average person would bt: about a half .i weeks worth of food. Now for someone 
whom has a ditftculr time- in the first place arranging a ride. makt:s two trips a week to the grocery store seems an 
undue burden. The reason they make shopping carts is because;; . peopk can not can-y all they are going to buy. I 
urge you to increase fundin~ to local transportation systems. 

Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully . 

Sonja Enger 
1030 (j•1 Ave SW 
Minot ND 58701 



To Whom It May Concern: 

January 9, 1999 
1000 2nd St. Sf: 
Apattment 2.01 
Minot, ND 58701. 

Legislative Member Working on State Aid Increase to $2.00 

We would like to ask for your help in raising tt1e state aid amount from liscense 
fees lo $2.00. We are disabled and living on limited income, Peggy is 
wheelchair bound with a serious heart condition. We need to be able to get to 
doctor appointments, shopping, and tu a social dub for the disabled at an 
affordable rate. Present services are often backed up so bad tl1at we have to 
wait an hour or more for rides that were scheduled 24 hours in advance. lhis 
often makes us late for such appointments. 

Both of us are disabled and are not able to drive. We are trying to maintain 
ourselves independently in the community. Additional transportation would 
help us greatly to do a better job and feel better about ourselves. 

lhank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, /----) £ 
l .. of)1 IP,ll~ 

eggy Johnson 

2liw0~ 
David Johnson 
838-7941 



1425 - 31st Ave., SW #202 
Minot, ND 58701 
january 10, 1888 

State Capitol Building 

Bismarck, ND 58501 

To Whom This May Concern: 

Today is my birthday. I wanted to go to church but I couldn't. 
The people who have a van with an automotivve lift and take 
me to church went out of town this weekend. I am extremely 
disappointed because Minot doesn't have any transportation on 
weekends or in the evenings. I am willing to pay a fee of $2 
per ride, if this will help. My phone number is 1~701-852-6078. 

Thank you for your time and your understanding. 

Respectfully, 

rel~ 
Joan D. Fitzgerald 



• 

• 
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To Whom It May Concern: 
Legislator working on state aid i:r1t-rease to $2. 00 

January 9, 1999 
1425 31st Ave SW 
Apartment 102 
Minot, ND 58701 

I am writing to urge you to consider increasing the state aid from license fees 
from $1.00 to $2.00. North Dakota's elderly and disabled citizens are in dire 
need of additional transportation to continue to live independently in their 
communities. 

I am a 53 year old, multiple handicapped female with no relatives, trying to 
live in my comnmni.ty. I am legally blind which makes transportation a big 
issue for me. I suffer front severe asthma, anaphylaxis, heart problems, and 
osteoporosis. I am required to make frequent trips to clinics and. hsopital 
en1ei·gency rooms for some of these conditions. It is costly and unreasonable 
to call an ambulance at a base rate of $500.00 per ttip, niore if oxygen is 
used. Many of these trips are at night. and on weekends when traw;portation 
is not available. 

Other concerns are that I am used to being an active member of society and 
would like to contiue to be involved in my community. Often tirnes 
meetings are held after our existing service is shut down, evenings and 
weekends to be exact. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

4dt!¥#~c;:; 
Marilyti Nels?n--e.--t_ 

837-0988 
m8033@ndak.net 



• 
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January 14th 1999 
To whom it may concern 

Legislator who is working on increasing state aaid from $1 :00 to $2.00. I am a person 
witth a tramatic brain injury. 

I live in Velva and ride Souris basin Transportation and come to Minot to do my 
shopping and my Dr App.the only problem with that is the Bus return to Velva the 
next day I do not have enough money to stay in a motel.. please look into more money 
for Transprtation in North Dakota. 

Thank You for Your time and concideration in this matter. . 
1·)c:L/~--...P . 
Kethleen Lang -d 0

~ 

Velva ND. 58790 ph. 701 338-2322 
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Souris Basin Transportation Board 
!' .O . IJOX 22. I I • MINOT. ND 58702 • (70 I ) 85 2-8008 

IQU/\L ()l' l 'CllUUN IT Y LMPI OYlll 

Ope ,,.ting ""cl <.:oorclhMtlng " Rur"I rul>lic 
Tr"nsport..\tion S)'stcrn in cl Se\cn County Area . 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Rick Thoms, 
Executive Director of Souris Basin Transportation in Minot, ND. 

I am hear asking you to amend Section 39-04.2-03 and -04 of the 
North Dakota Century Code, relating to Public Transportation Fund, 
to raise the State Aid for Transportation from $1.00 to $2.00 per 
motor vehicle registered and to adjust the formula for distribution 
to reflect the increase. 

Public transportation is an essential link for citizens of North 
Dakota living in small towns and rural areas. It provides vital 
mobility for people with limited access lo car, particularly senior 
citizens, students and persons with disabilities. Public 
transportation provides a service that is convenient, affordable 
and safe to those that are transit dependent. For all of these 
citizens, public transportation is a lifeline to society in giving 
them a means to medical, shopping, nutrition sites and recreational 
needs. As our population grows older, the demand for more services 
will continue to grow~ Public transportation for senior citizens 
is literally a lifeline and some cases the only contact with the 
outside world that people may have for days at a time. For elderly 
passengers with disabilities, transit also repesents freedom -
freedom that provides them with a sense of dignity and independence 
that enables them to enjoy a fuller life at home. 

Public transportation helps to create and sustain jobs in North 
Dakota. In the urban areas of North Dakota, the most common transit 
trip is to a job, in the rural areas it's to medical and shopping. 
Public transportation provides and indispensable economic service 
to rural North Dakota. It takes passengers to medical and retail 
centers, prompting increased sales at local businesses. Transit 
agencies also directly support other local businesses in purchasing 
goods and services. 

The transportation needs of residents in the rural areas are as 
urgent as those which confront the residents of our larger cities. 
Public transportation provides vital mobility and access to jobs. 
If people of North Dakota are to achieve greater personal 
independence and economic well being, our state transportation 
strategy should recognize the importance of continued public 
investment in public transit, as the congres s did by passing TEA 
21 this year. 



-2-

In June of 1998, the congress passed the National Highway Funding 
bill (TEA 21), giving North Dakota an increase in federal transit 
dollars. In July of 1999, we will see an increase of 32% and by 
the year 2003, these funds will have doubled from the federal funds 
received in 1998 . To access these new transit dollars, match is 
needed on a dollar for dollar basis. Without the raise in state 
aid for transportation, we will not be able to access the new 
federal dollars available to North Dakota. 

I have included for your review, the table of Federal Funds from 
the Federal Transit Administration showing the increases to North 
Dakota. Also I have included the dollars and figures from the 
public transportation providers in North Dakota for your review. 
All of the dollars shown, were spent in the operation of their 
systems in providing public transportation. 

You will be hearing testimony from public transportation providers 
and comsumers of public transportation regarding the increase in 
state aid and the need to expand services in all areas of the 
state. Keep in mind, that any expansion of services will cost 
additional dollars to do and at the present time the transit 
providers are just maintaining what they have now. Expansion of 
transit services would be possible if state aid is raised to $2.00 
and the addition of the new federal transit funds. 

Transportation is the catalyst necessary to access the many 
services and opportunities that help to define the quality of life 
in our complex society. Again the increase in federal and state 
aid funds would help us in providing the expanded transit services 
that people need for medical, work and shopping. 

Please support us in our effort of suppling these needed services 
by amending this Century Code, relating to Public Transportation 
Funding. 

The success in providing transportation services to meet the needs 
of all, has made a difference in the lives of many. 
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: 

My name is Darrell Michalenko, Superintendent of City Bus, City of Minot. City Bus is a 
fixed route system serving the residents of Minot. We have twelve buses and one mini van 
in our system. We provide early morning service during the school year and midday 
service 12 months of the year. We employ one full-time and eight part-time drivers. We 
also employ one full-time driver/mechanic and one half-time foreman mechanic and one
half time superintendent. 

The City of Minot is suffering population and growing pains. Our elderly and disabled 
population keeps increasing with retirees. Many of these retirees are from the smaller 
communities surrounding Minot and are moving into our City. More apartments, retirement 
homes, and rest homes are being built. Bus service to these facilities is being requested 
as many of these residents are not familiar with driving in Minot or many choose not to 
drive and look to the bus for transportation. In 1997, City Bus provided more than 55,000 
rides to seniors and disabled residents. Requests for more hours of service from those 
trying to become self supporting have been received . Many of these residents need 
transportation and they are unable to afford personal vehicles or taxi service to their jobs. 

City Bus is also trying to replace over half its fleet. The estimated cost of replacement is 
$500 ,000.00 to $600,000.00. The City of Minot must provide 20% of that cost or about 
$120,000.00. 

The residents of Minot fund 39.4% of City Bus. The Federal government p~ovides 25.5%, 
operating revenue 19. 7%. and 11.35% from miscellaneous small grants and other income. 
Grants from State aid contribute 6.25% or about $22,500.00. 

If the additional $1.00 would be added to the licensing, we could provide one additional 
route or extend transportation service hours. The need to serve our residents is great. We 
cannot improve their quality of life with our curre·nt funding. We ask that you support 
amending Section 39-04.2-04 of the North Dakota Century Code, relating to Public 
Transportation Funds. 

We would appreciate your help, Thank you . 

box 434 • mi not, north dakota 58702--0434 • (7Q1} a.57-41" , fay nn1 ""'7 " ◄ 'l.n 



City of Ml1tet 
Public Works Department 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. 

My name is Darrell Michalenko. I am Superintendent of the Minot 
City Bus System and I have also been asked to speak on behalf of 
the Minot Commission on Aging. City Bus and the Commission on 
Aging work together in a Joint effort to serve as much of the 
needs of Minot's Citizens as we can. Minot City Bus has 12 buses 
and one accessible mini-van in its fleet. The Minot Commission 
has 5 accessible buses in its fleet. 

The City of 
Commission on 
ADA, dis a bled, 
buses. 

Minot operates a fixed route system, while the 
Aging operates a demand response system to reach 
and elderly passengers that cannot use fixed route 

Requests for increased service to the general public, ADA, 
disabled, and elderly sectors are becoming more prevalent. 
Requests for additional hours of service, because of Job related 
needs, recreational activities, and the need to shop after normal 
working hours continues to gr ow. 

We have recently received information concerning an fTA " Job 
Access and Reverse Commute" Grant Program. This requires a 50-50 
match to work with this grant. At the same time additional money 
is coming fr om FTA on 5 311 grant. The increase in funding is 
from 25% to 30% This grant must also must be met on a 50-50 
match. Currently, the residents of Minot fund 39.4 %. The 
Federal government provides 25.5% Operating Revenues 19.7%. 
11.35% from miscellaneous income and 6.25% or about $21,000. 

The Minot City Bus would like to be a part of helping people 
better themselves, giving an improved quality of life and at the 
same time providing a better quality of ti·ansportation. Passage 
of House Bill 13 8 ~ would help by perhaps increasing hours of 
service or perhaps additional services to areas that we are 
unable to service at the present time. 

I would like to share this with you. My 80 year old Mother 
recently had knee replacement surgery. After her release from 
the hospital, physical therapy was required for three additional 
weeks. Thanks to public transportation, I did not have to take 
time off from my Job to take her to therapy. This is only one of 
many reasons residents need to be transported from one location 
to another. Perhaps they don't own a car or no longer wish to 
drive. Perhaps they are disabled in some way that does not allow 
them to operate a vehicle. No matter what the reasons are, 
alterative transportation should be available at a reasonable 
charge. 

Please help by saying yes to House Bill 1380. 

Thank you. * The Magic City* 

515 2nd Ave. SW• Minot, North Dakota 58701-3739 • (701) 857-4140 • Fax (701) 857-4130 



BUS RIDERSHIP SUMMARY 

RIDERSHIP MONTH 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 RIDERSHIP MONTH 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
ADULT SENIOR 

JAN 1,196 674 504 372 385 362 
FEB 1,150 610 429 409 359 298 
MAR 1,259 526 491 485 345 347 
APR 1,166 624 355 489 336 250 
MAY 999 397 352 487 375 '327 
JUN 1,003 476 441 485 473 433 
JUL 1,225 429 582 581 508 391 
AUG 923 479 469 463 408 414 
SEP 873 385 373 373 507 290 
OCT 942 369 426 504 332 288 
NOV 780 470 278 347 308 0 
DEC 811 569 301 492 357 0 

QTR 1 3,605 1,810 1,424 1,266 1,089 1,007 
QTR2 3,168 1,497 1,148 1,461 1,184 1,010 
QTR3 3,021 1,293 1,424 1,417 1,423 1,095 
QTR4 2,533 1,408 1,005 1,343 997 288 

TOTAL 12,327 6,008 5,001 5,487 4,693 3,400 
STUDENT 

JAN 3,543 3,592 3,919 3,873 4,193 4,634 
FEB 3,631 3,627 3,795 4,104 4,586 3,852 
MAR 3,804 4,740 4,742 4,486 4,854 5,122 
APR 3,746 3,997 3,972 3,985 4,653 4,352 
MAY 3,664 4,319 4,570 4,273 4,712 4,187 
JUN 4,047 4,351 4,628 4,169 4,637 4,606 
JUL 3,349 4,253 4,567 4,752 4,670 4,687 
AUG 3,889 5,020 4,639 4,981 4,340 4,262 
SEP 4,172 4,693 3,826 4,225 4,471 4,443 
OCT 4,073 4,855 4,413 5,101 5,544 4,855 
NOV 3,676 4,163 3,629 4,121 4,298 0 
DEC 4,214 4,528 4,010 4,095 4,462 

QTR 1 10,978 11,959 12,456 12,463 13,633 13,608 
QTR2 11,457 12,667 13,170 12,427 14,002 13,145 
QTR3 11,410 13,966 13,032 13,958 13,481 13,392 
QTR4 11,963 13,546 12,052 13,317 14,304 4,855 

TOTAL 45,808 52,138 50,710 52,165 55,420 45,000 
TOTAL 

JAN 11,242 11,914 14,317 15,693 13,847 13,093 
FEB 10,960 12,096 13,351 14,168 14,425 11,918 
MAR 11,917 13,861 14,640 13,880 13,108 15,785 
APR 10,495 10,623 11,777 12,793 13,312 12,761 
MAY 8,088 9,454 11,246 9,851 9,183 11,673 
JUN 260 39 0 14 44 261 
JUL 81 18 0 6 1 69 
AUG 1,085 2,524 1,167 1,589 852 1,941 
SEP 11,673 11,539 11,396 10,616 10,535 11,180 
OCT 10,555 12,200 12,324 12,492 12,466 11,864 
NOV 11,759 13,309 13,696 11,936 11,281 
DEC 8,579 10,486 9,766 10,321 10,146 

QTR 1 34,119 37,871 42,308 43,741 41,380 40,796 
QTR2 18,843 20,116 23,023 22,658 22,539 24,695 
QTR3 12,839 14,081 12,563 12,211 11,388 13,190 
QTR4 30,893 35,995 35,786 34,749 33,893 11,864 

TOTAL 96,694 108,063 113,680 113,359 109,200 90,545 ... 

JAN 15,981 16,180 18,740 19,938 18,425 18,089 
FEB 15,741 16,333 17,575 18,681 19,370 16,068 
MAR 16,980 19,127 19,873 18,851 18,307 21,254 
APR 15,407 15,244 16,104 17,267 18,301 17,363 
MAY 12,751 14,170 16,168 14,611 14,270 16,187 
JUN 5,310 4,866 5,069 4,668 5,154 5,300 
JUL 4,655 4,700 5,149 5,339 5,179 5,147 
AUG 5,897 8,023 6,275 7,033 5,600 6,617 
SEP 16,718 16,617 15,595 15,214 15,513 15,913 
OCT 15,570 17,424 17,163 18,097 18,342 17,007 
NOV 16,215 17,942 17,603 16,404 15,887 0 
DEC 13,604 15,583 14,077 14,908 14,965 0 

QTR 1 48,702 51,640 56,188 57,470 56,102 55,411 
QTR2 33,468 34,280 37,341 36,546 I 37 ,725 38,850 
QTR3 27,270 29,340 27,019 27,586: 2G,292 27,677 
QTR4 45,389 50,949 48,843 49,409 I 49,194 17,007 

TOTAL 154,829 166,209 169,391 171,011 169,313 138,945 



Minot Commission on Aging 
21 FIRST AVENUE SE • PARKER SENIOR CENTER 

MINOT, NORTH DAKOTA 58701-3960 

Phone 852-0561 

House Transportation Committee 
House Bill 1380 

Chairman Keiser and members of the Committee, my name is Charlotte Zahn. 
I am the Executive Director for Minot Commission on Aging, Inc. I am 
asking for your support on HB 1380, State Aid for Transit. 

The Minot Commission on Aging provides door-to-door and curb-to-curb 
specialized transportation to the citizens of Minot, primarily to the elderly and 
disabled. MCA is the official agency for the city of Minot in providing 
transportation for those citizens qualifying under the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. 

The Minot Commission on Aging operates three buses a day plus a mini-van, 
Monday through Friday. Hours of operation are 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

In a 12 month period, the total passenger's count was 34,264. Of the total, 
10,331 were wheelchair passenger, or 30%. The percentage of ADA 
passengers is approximately 35%. 

The operating cost for that 12 month period was $163,392. Revenues 
received during that 12 month period consisted of, $17,928 of federal transit 
funds , $14,394 of State Aid, $32,538 from fares and the remaining $98,532 
from local funds, Mill Levy and donations. 

The increase in State Aid Funds would help us expand our transit services in 
to the evening hours and on weekends, which is greatly needed for the people 
that are working. 

We need your help and appreciate your support. Thank you. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Mark A. Kandt 
/425 31st Ave. SW Apt. # 301? 
Minot, ND. 5870 f 

Attention Legislative Con1ittce .Jfe111bcrs 

To 1Vho111 It lvfay Concern: 

I writing to you in suppnrf nf thP trnnspnrtafion hill 1h01 wnuld 
apppropiate $ 2. 00 in support for Transit Rusing Joor lVorth 
Dakota. This would help the Comission On Aging in the City of 
A1inot. rVe need extended hours and mavbe I weekend dav . 

~ . · 

This is the on(v means of transportation for the handicapped in 
the city of Minot. The bus drivers tell you when you need to get 
off, and they help you with your pacckage or shopping, and the 
buses go anywhere in the City of1vfinot. I'm visual(v handicapped 
and don't see when we arrive at mv destination. I know when I -· 
ride the Comission on Aging they'll get me there. The Comission 
needy more buses and need the extended hours. I held ajob. bu/ 
had to quit due to the transportation cost c?f travelling at ni?,ht. j 

ride the bus 2-4 times a week. It's on~y 111eans u/ lranspurlation 
thal J'll tuke. 

Please consider lhe Transportalion Bill before 1ha, wifi be 
c:uff1ing up. This would rneun a greul deal lo all handicapped 
people in the state, not just in the city C?f lvfinot. This would 
dran1atical~y increase the viiabilily °"( worker's lo Lhe con11nuni(y 
und bring n1ore income to the cities. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my Zeller and please 
consider a YES vote for the Tran5portation Bill. 



HOUSE BILL 1380 

Chairman Stenehjem and members of the Senate Transportation 
Committee. My name is Darrell Michalenko, Superintendent of The 
Minot City Bus System. 

Minot City Bus is requesting that you support this House Bill 
1380 ,State Aid for Transit. 

Minot City Bus system is a fixed route system. We operate three 
buses from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 5 days a week. These buses serve 6 
routes with a 25 minute head way time on each route. Each of the 
6 routes is served once per hour. We also operate 6 early 
morning routes from 6:55 am to 8:45 am to accommodate children 
going to schools through out the city. At 2:45 pm we operate six 
additional routes to return school children home or to day care 
centers. At this time, we have 10 buses transporting passengers 
through out Minot. 

The City Bus service to residents of Minot is essential to 
transport children of a single parents, for families that have 
only one vehicle, for those who have no vehicles, for those where 
both parents work or perhaps families that are on welfare. Our 
Midday Service provides rides to residents of rest homes, 
retirement homes, disabled people, working people, and the 
general public. These people use the bus for shopping, going to 
medical facilities, visit friends, fellowship and other needs. 
Working people are requesting services till 10:00 pm and 
weekends, as that seems to be when many part time jobs are 
available for residents needing transportation. 

The welfare to work grants are available at a 50% match and also 
more money is coming to us from the 5311 rural transportation 
bill which also requires a 50% match. The City of Minot matches 
Federal dollar at 65% rather then the 50% necessary to get these 
grants. SuQport of house bill 1380 will allow the City of Minot 
to increase its budget by $42,000.00 with the combination of 1380 
and the welfare to work grant or in future years help fund the 
match of 5311. 

People 
people 
of age 
cannot 

that cannot drive, people that cannot afford vehicles, 
that must go to work, and people who cannot drive because 
or disabilities need public funded transportation as most 
afford taxi services. 

I have attached the 
services and also the 
large amount of people 
may continue to help 
Minot grows. 

Thank you. 

increase rates for one of Minot's taxi 
ridership of Minot City Bus. We help a 

per year. Please support 1380 so that we 
our residents and expand as the City of 



To the Honorable Mayor and All Aldermen: 

Due to the lack of a quorum, following is the recommendation of the Franchise Committee 
Chairman: 

1. That the City Council consider approval of the requested new fare structure 
for ;\'linot City Cab as follows: · 

Blocks Traveled ! Chary;~ Blocks Traveled Chary;~ I Blocks Traveled Charg~ 

· 1-5 2.00 42-W 5.15 79-81 8.75 
. 6-8 2.25 45-47 5.50 82-84 · 9.00 
9-11 2.50 48-50 .5.75 85-81 9.25 
12-14 2.75 51-53 6.00 88-90 9.50 
15-17 3.00 54-55 6.15 91-93 9.75 
18-20 3.25 56-57 6.50 94-96 10.00 
21-23 3.50 58-60 6.75 97-99 10.25 
24-26 3.75 61.63 7.00 100-102 10.50 
27-29 4.00 64-o6 7.25 103-105 10.75 
30-32 4.25 67--69 . 7.50 106-108 11.00 
33-35 4.50 70-72 8.00 109-111 11.25 
36-38 4.75 73-75 8.25 
39-H 5.00 76-78 8.50 

Additional Passengers In Town Sl.00 es Additional Passengen Out of Town Sl.25 ea 
Waiting Time S.25/minute Mileage for Out-of-Town Calls S.90/mile 

CITY OF MINOT 



BUS RIDERSHIP SUMMARY 

RIDERSHIP MONTH 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
ADULT 

RIDERSHIP MONTH 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
SENIOR 

JAN 674 504 372 385 362 166 
FEB 610 429 409 359 298 0 
MAR 526 491 485 345 347 0 
APR 624 355 489 336 250 0 
MAY 397 352 487 375 327 0 
JUN 476 441 485 473 433 0 
JUL 429 582 581 508 391 0 
AUG 479 469 463 408 414 0 
SEP 385 373 373 507 290 0 
OCT 369 426 504 332 288 0 
NOV 470 278 347 308 220 0 
DEC 569 301 492 357 207 0 

QTR 1 1,810 1,424 1,266 1,089 1,007 166 
QTR2 1,497 1,148 1.461 1,184 1,010 0 
QTR3 1,293 1,424 1,417 1,423 1,095 0 
QTR4 1,408 1,005 1,343 997 715 0 

TOTAL 6,008 - 5,001 5,487 4,693 3,827 166 
STUDENT 

JAN 3,592 3,919 3,873 4,193 4,634 4,121 
FEB 3,627 3,795 4,104 4,586 3,852 0 
MAR 4,740 4,742 4,486 4,854 5,122 0 
APR 3,997 3,972 3,985 4,653 4,352 0 
MAY 4,319 4,570 4,273 4,712 4,187 0 
JUN 4,351 4,628 4,169 4,637 4,606 0 
JUL 4,253 4,567 4,752 4,670 4,687 0 
AUG 5,020 4,639 4,981 4,340 4,262 0 
SEP 4,693 3,826 4,225 4,471 4,443 0 
OCT 4,855 4,413 5,101 5,544 4,855 0 
NOV 4,163 3,629 4,121 4,298 4,215 0 
DEC 4,528 4,010 4,095 4,462 4,572 0 

QTR 1 11,959 12,456 12,463 13,633 13,608 4,121 
QTR2 12,667 13,170 12,427 14,002 13,145 0 
QTR3 13,966 13,032 13,958 13,481 13,392 0 
QTR4 13,546 12,052 13,317 14,304 13,642 0 

TOTAL 52,138 50,710 52,165 55,420 53,787 4,121 
TOTAL 

JAN 11,914 14,317 15,693 13,847 13,093 12,490 
FEB 12,096 13,351 14,168 14,425 11,918 0 
MAR 13,861 14,640 13,880 13,108 15,785 0 
APR 10,623 11,777 12,793 13,312 12,761 0 
MAY 9,454 11,246 9,851 9,183 11,673 0 
JUN 39 0 14 44 261 0 
JUL 18 0 6 1 69 0 
AUG 2,524 1,167 1,589 852 1.941 0 
SEP 11,539 11,396 10,616 10,535 11,180 0 
OCT 12,200 12,324 12,492 12,466 11,864 0 
NOV 13,309 13,696 11,936 11,281 10,070 0 
DEC 10,486 9,766 10,321 10,146 8,540 0 

QTR1 37,871 42,308 43,741 41,380 40,796 12,490 
OTR2 20,116 23,023 22,658 22,539 24,695 0 
OTR3 14,081 12,563 12,211 11,388 13,190 0 
QTR4 35,995 35,786 34,749 33,893 30,474 0 

TOTAL 108,063 113,680 113,359 109,200 109,155 12,490 

JAN 16,180 18,740 19,938 18,425 18,089 16,777 
FEB 16,333 17,575 18,681 19,370 16,068 0 
MAR 19,127 19,873 18,851 18,307 21,254 0 
APR 15,244 16,104 17,267 18,301 17,363 0 
MAY 14,170 16,168 14,611 14,270 16,187 0 
JUN 4,866 5,069 4,668 5,154 5,300 0 
JUL 4,700 5,149 5,339 5,179 5,147 0 
AUG 8,023 6,275 7,033 5,600 6,617 0 
SEP 16,617 15,595 15,214 15,513 15,913 0 
OCT 17,424 17,163 18,097 18,342 17,007 0 
NOV 17,942 17,603 16,404 15,887 14,505 0 
DEC 15,583 14,077 14,908 14,965 13,319 0 

QTR 1 51,640 56,188 57,470 56,102 55,411 16,777 
OTR2 34,280 37,341 36,546 37,725 38,850 0 
QTR3 29,340 27,019 27,586 26,292 27,677 0 
QTR4 50,949 48,843 49,409 49,194 44,831 0 

TOTAL 166,209 169,391 171 ,011 169,313 166,769 16,777 



£akesicle Oenior C ·t. 1 1zens 

223 Ea~le Drive 
Post Off ice Box 273 

Ne\tl Tow \.: n, i~orth Dakota 58763 

Shirley Bohmbach p . 
Nina Uran . , resident 

Evelyn Reynolds & B , Vice President 
arbara Salt Gudrun Odes:1ard erthwaite, Co-Secre'a . a "' r1es 
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£akeside cSenior Citizens 
223 EaQle Drive 

Post Office Box 273 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 
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Nina Uran, Vice President 
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• Lakeside Senior Citizen Center 
223 Eagle Drive 

Post Office Box 273 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

Shirley Bohmbach, President 
Nina Uran, Vice President 
Gudrun Odegard, Treasurer 

Evelyn Reynolds, Sec. 
Barbara Satterthwaite, Sec. 
Frances Ventsch, Treasurer 
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Lakeside Senior Citizen Center 
223 Eagle Drive 

Post Office Box 273 
New Town, North Dakota 58763 

Shirley Bohmbach, President 
Nina Uran, Vice President 

Gudrun Odegard, Treasurer 

Evelyn Reynolds, Sec. 
Barbara Satterthwaite, Sec. 

Frances Ventsch, Treasurer 

***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 





Chairn1an Keiser, and Committee Members. My nan1e is Emilia Randall 

and I live at Robinson, North Dakota. I wish to speak to you today 

about Transit House Bill# 1380. This bill would increase the fee on 

1notor vehicle registration to benefit public transportation. 

1'111 a Senior Citizen who's independence and quality of life depend on 

the Hmne and Comn1unity Based Services such as the Public 

Transportation in tny area of Robinson. I live by tnyself on a modest 

income. Transportation is vital for medical and tnany other travel 

needs. 1'111 proud to be self sufficient and enjoy the challenge of living 

independently. Life is a struggle even at its best. 

I've had the privilege, in years past, to serve as a Member of our Transit 

Board, and can verify the n1oney is 111011itored very carefully to stretch 

as far as possible. I too, contribute, when I ride the bus, as do most 

others. This increase will n1ean security for our Public Transit Syste1ns 

for n1any years to co1ne. Without the bus, folks like myself will have to 

consider alternative living arrangements. Please support this Bill and 

encourage your fellow Representatives to do so as well. Thank you! 
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Chairman Stenehjem, and Committee Members: 

I am testifying in support of House Bill # 1380. My name is Pat Randall. My 

husband, Richard, and I Farm and Ranch Northeast of Robinson in Kidder County. 

We license a fann truck, small trailer, pickups, a stock trailer, and a car, 

approximately 8 vehicles in all. Farming and ranching is such today that we both 

need to work off our farm. Many fatm families need this extra income. 

Richard' s mother, Emilia, lives independently in the city of Robinson and is 88 

years old. She has numerous doctor appointments each year. If we were to take 

time off work and drive her to these appointments, one trip would be more costly 

than the added cost to the license on our vehicles by far. 

With the availability of Home and Community based services such as the Senior 

Bus, and the Meals Programs, Emilia continues to contribute to the economy of her 

community, as well as, live independently in her own home. Our small communities 

are rich with people like Emilia, and farm families such as ours, who need to work 

off the farm to sustain the real-estate for retirement one day. 

Passage of House Bill # 1380 will increase funding for the Senior Bus which 

provides Mom with a ride to doctor appointments and shopping. When these needs 

are met for her, loss of work time is minimal for us. 

PLEASE PASS HOUSE BILL# 1380 

Thank you! 



Chairman Stenehjem, and Committee Members. 

My name is Emilia Randall and I live at Robinson, North Dakota in Kidder County. 

I wish to speak to you today in favor of House Bill # 1380. This bill would increase 

the fee on motor vehicle registration to benefit Public Transportation. 

I'm a Senior Citizen who ' s independence and quality of life depend on Home and 

Community Based Services such as the Public Transportation in my area of 

Robinson. I live by myself on a modest income. Public Transportation is vital for 

medical and all other travel needs. I'm proud to be self sufficient and enjoy the 

challenge of living independently. Life is a struggle even at its best. 

I've had the privilege, in years past, to serve as a Member of our Transit Board, and 

can verify the money is monitored very carefully to stretch as far as possible. I too, 

contribute, when I ride the bus, as most others do. 

This increase will mean security for our Public Transit Systems for many years to 

come. Without the bus, folks like myself will have to consider alternative living 

arrangements. Please support this Bill and encourage your fellow Senators to do so 

as well. Thank You! 




